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Abstract. We consider a family of maps in a Banach space E near the situation 
when the derivative at the fixed point has two pairs of complex eigenvalues 
lying on the unit circle, the other part of the spectrum being strictly inside the 
unit disc. We focus our attention on the region of the parameter space where 
the truncated normal form of the maps shows a bifurcation of a family of 
invariant Tl-circles into a family of invariant T2-tori. We show that this 
problem needs a 3 dimensional parameter unfolding and that, for the complete 
maps, bifurcation occurs at points y~,,o, where co is the rotation number on the 
non-normally hyperbolic Tl-circle, and e -+ 2i~o are the eigenvalues of the con- 
stant matrix conjugated to the non-contracting part of the linearization on the 
normal fiber bundle over T ~. Making some non-resonance and diophantine 
assumptions on (co, f2) leading to a positive measure Cantor set in T 2, we show 
that in paraboloidal regions of the 3 dim. parameter space we have "clean" 
bifurcations as for the truncated normal form. The complement of these 
regions forms a set of bubbles such as the ones obtained by Chenciner in 
[Chen] for a codimension 2 problem for maps in ]R 2. The main tool here is a 
generalization for a matrix function on T 1, close to a constant, of the quasi- 
conjugacy to a constant, modulo a minimum of additional parameters 
("moved" quasi-conjugacy). For  the infinite dimensional case we use a C ~ 
decoupling result on the angular dependent linear parts into a contraction, still 
angular dependent, and another part quasi-conjugated to a constant matrix. 
This type of analysis applies for a wide range of problems, where truncated 
normal forms of the maps give bifurcations from T n to T" ÷ ~ tori, and this needs 
a (n+ 1)-dimensional parameter unfolding. 
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L Introduction 

Bifurcations ofinvariant tori of dimension larger than one for families of maps, or 
larger than two for families of vector fields in dissipative systems is a puzzling 

• problem. There are experimental evidences of the existence of such tori, for 
instance in the B6nard convection problem [Go-Be] and in the Taylor Couette 
problem [GRS]. First mathematical attempts to study such bifurcations appeared 
in the papers by Sell [Sell] and Chenciner and Iooss [Ch-Io], where under very 
strong assumptions, they prove the bifurcation result. Weakest assumptions 
[Ch-Io] were mainly that there exists a T"-torus invariant under the mapping at 
criticality (non-normal hyperbolicity), where the non-contracting part of the 
linearization on the normal fiber bundle (over the torus) is conjugated to a constant 
matrix with eigenvalues of modulus one. Adding more assumptions on the rotation 
vector of the map along the invariant toms and on the arguments of the eigenvalues 
of the constant matrix, they proved that, under a transversality condition in 
the parameter space, a family of T2-tori persists near criticality and a family of 
invariant I "  + 1-tori bifurcates. All those assumptions made people think that these 
bifurcations are infinite codimension phenomena and then occurs rarely! 

Another way to obtain high dimensional invariant tori is to study high 
codimension singularities. For instance, if we consider the very popular codimen- 
sion 2 problem of a two parameter family of vector fields with a fixed point at the 
origin, such that at criticality, two pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues are on 
the imaginary axis (Hopf-Hopf interaction), then under non-strong resonance 
conditions ([Gu-Ho] Sect. 7.5, [Io-La], [Io 81]) one can easily show, depending on 
some coefficients, that invariant 7£3-tori can bifurcate from the secondary branch 
ofinvariant TZ-tori. In fact, this bifurcation is only clear on the truncated normal 
form of the vector fields, ff we consider the true vector field family (a generic one), 
one could only prove that the T2-tori and T3-tori families exist outside of a little 
neighborhood (called a "black hole" on [Io 81 ]) in the parameter space, of the set 
where precisely bifurcation occurs for the normal form. This is due to the lack of 
normal hyperbolicity in this neighborhood as in [Chen], [Los 1]. 

In this paper, we show that such codimension 2 problems have to be unfolded, 
using an additional parameter, in the neighborhood of the bifurcation manifold. In 
this three dimensional parameter space, there is now a Cantor set of points where 
the ideal situation (assumed in [Ch-Io]) occurs. This leads to a Cantor set of little 
paraboloidal regions where we know what happens for the dynamics (Fig. 1), and a 
complementary region ("bubbles") where we don't know yet. 
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Fig. l a d .  The parameter space with the Cantor set of paraboloidal regions and the bubbles, a The 
non-normal hyperbolieity region in the 3 dimensional space b. Section view e. Paraboloidal region 
and one bubble in the plane section d. One paraboloidal region in the 3 dimensional parameter 
space 

A strong analogue of such a situation with one parameter less, was obtained by 
Chenciner [Chert] in the neighborhood of a degenerate Hopfbifurcation for maps, 
where such bubbles and parabolic regions in the parameter plane occur, near the 
circle saddle-node bifurcation curve, obtained with the normal form. In the same 
spirit, Los [Los 1,2] obtained also bubbles and parabolic regions in a codimension 
2 problem involving a doubling of invariant 1"l-tori. A similar phenomenon was 
also obtained by Braaksma and Broer [Bra-B] in the study of a quasi-periodically 
forced Hopf bifurcation, leading to a bifurcation T" ~ T "  ÷ 1. Their study is however 
simplified by the fact that the flows on the T"-tori are linear in such a problem while 
this is not the case in our study for generic families. Another result of the same 
type was obtained by Scheurle [Sch] in the study of reversible vector fields where 
he shows how high dimensional invariant toil bifurcate. 

The techniques developed below are directly adapted from the one used by 
Herman [Her] in his proof of the invariant curve theorem. This one is the main 
tool in the works of Chenciner [Chen] and Los [Los 1] for bifurcation problems. 
Namely, to prove the persistence of TX-tori, we extensively use the strong implicit 
function theorem in Fr6chet spaces in the version of Hamilton [Ham]. The 
translated curve theorem of Rfissman [Russ] in the Herman formulation [Her], 
[Bost], or its adaptations [Chen], [Los 1] are now completed with a quasi- 
conjugacy theorem for matrices near a constant one, generalizing a result obtained 
on a particular case in [Los 2]. An analogous result, for vector fields and in the case 
when matrices are close to a diagonal one with simple eigenvalues on the 
imaginary axis, is obtained by Moser [Mos]. He was the first to show the necessity 
of adding parameters to obtain the quasi-conjugacy to a constant. Our result gives 
the exact number of additional parameters, necessary in any case for the quasi- 
conjugacy and this allows our system to satisfy the conditions described in 
[Ch-Io]. Finally the bifurcation result follows quite easily from the [Ch-Io] 
results, using these additional parameters defining new parameter space coordi- 
nates. The bifurcation to n-dimensional invariant tori occurs generically on a 
Cantor set which is defined by an n parameters set having an n-dimensional 
positive measure. So we say that in some sense it is "quasi-generic." 
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2. Position of the Problem 

2.1. Center Manifold and Normal Form 
To motivate our study, let us show several so-called codimension 2 singularities 
where we obtain a situation on which the techniques developed in this paper 
directly applies. We restrict our examples to families of maps, since analogous 
techniques could as well be adapted for singularities of vector fields (like the Hopf- 
Hopf interaction). 

Let us consider a family of maps in a Banach space E: 

z-+z'=~(z),  ~ R  ~,Z~E, (I) 
where ~ is C ~ in a neighborhood of 0, and: ~-o(0) = 0 and Dz~o(0) = 5 o is such 
that ~--o has a spectrum separated into one part G_, inside the open unit disc in the 
complex plane, and another part Go on the unit circle, which is assumed to be a 
finite union of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicities. The space E is then 
decomposed as follows [Kato]:  

E = EoOE_,  (2) 

where the projections Po, P -  respectively on E o and E_ commute with ~--o, and the 
restriction To, _ of 9-0 on Eo, _ has exactly the spectrum Go, _. 

A first very useful result is the center manifold theorem (see for instance 
[Ma-Cr] ,  [Io 79]), which says that all the dynamics of the iterates of ~ is locally 
attracted towards an invariant manifold J//~ of class C k (for any fixed k, J//, exists in 
some neighborhood of 0) described as follows: 

Z = X  +@~(X); X eEo, 
where 4~o(0) = 0 and Dx4~o(0 )=  0.J  (3) 

We might build @~ in E_, but it is much better to be free to allow a part of @~ in Eo, 
since this allows us to choose the nicest possible coordinates in Eo to obtain the 
trace of the map ~ ,  on Jd~ written in normal form. Since it is clear that the 
interesting dynamics lie on a center manifold, we need to study such a normal form. 
The very simple result shown in [-Io 81], see also [Bell, is that we can find 4~ 
such that the map on d/d~ takes the form: 

X--. X'  = F,(X) = T o s  + N~(S) + 0 (lISll ~') 
No(0)=0; DxNo(O)=O; P is arbitrary andJ (4) 

N~(T~'X) = T*N~(X), (5) 

T* being the adjoint of T o in the finite dimensional space E o. 

2.2. Hopf-Saddle-Node Interaction 
Here we assume G0=(I}U(~o}U(2-o} , where 2o=e21~'°; all these eigenvalues 
being simple, we write: 

X = x ' ~ o  + Z'~o + ~'~o~Eo, (6) 
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where ~o, ~o, and (o are the eigenvectors of To belonging respectively to the 
eigenvalues 1, 2o and 2-o. We consider the map in IR x ~ :  (x, z)-~(x',  z'). Let us make 
a little remark here due to the imposibility to check numerically or physically 
whether coo is rational or not. The right way to do, in order to have a generic family, 

is to consider co o = r (m > 3) and play with a "detuning" parameter to allow the 

argument of the perturbed eigenvalue 2 (close to 2o) to vary in a neighborhood of 
2ncoo. The idea is to compute the normal form in the worst case (coo rational) to 
have smooth dependency of the coefficients in the parameters. Hence, by essence 
we need here 3 parameters (defined below) to unfold the singularity. Using the 
characterization (5) it is easy to show that the normal form is given by: 

x ' - - x + ~ o ( # , x ,  l z l 2 , z " ,~ )+O[( l lXH + I/~l) P] } 
z,=;toZ+Z.~po(~,x, lzlZ z, .)+e,._ 1 .~;6~,x,  lzl2,e. ,)+O[(llXil+l~l)~" (7) 

where ~p, ~P0, ~Pl are polynomials in their arguments, q~ being real and: ~o(0)= ~po(0) 

_ 0~o (0)= 0. After renaming the parameters, we only need (#, v)~IR × C given by 
0x 

the principal part of (7): 

x ' = x + # + a o  . x + b o .  [z12 ÷ h.o.t.; t 
z' = 2o(1 +v) .  z + a  1 • x z  + b l  . zlzl2 +ca • ~ -  1 + h.o.t.;~ (8) 

Im(v) is the "detuning parameter" discussed above, and all the coefficients ao ..... c~ 
are C ® functions of the parameters (#, v). 

The study of all bifurcations for the family of maps (8) in the case m > 3 is 
exactly the same as the one for vector fields derived in ( [Gu-Ho] ,  Sect. 7.4). One 
sees on the truncated normal form at quadratic order that there are many cases 
(case II and III of [ G u - H o ]  Sect. 7.4) where bifurcation of a family of invariant 
circles to invariant qI'2-tori occurs. These qr2-tori here appear as a Hopf  bifurcation 
of fixed points to invariant circles for the map in polar coordinates when we forget 
the argument ofz. In fact, if we take account of the full map (7), it is not possible to 
prove directly the occurrence of such a bifurcation, but just prove the tori exist 
outside a little neighborhood of the bifurcation surface (obtained with the normal 
form) which is cylindrical here (independent of Imv) in the parameter space. 

2.3. Hopf-Flip Interaction 

Here we assume a o =  { -  1} U{2o} U {2-0}, where 2 o = e  2i~°'°, all eigenvalues being 
simple, we write (6) again where the eigenvector ~o belongs now to - 1. Derivation 
of the normal form is as in Sect. 2.2. The characterization (5) of the normal form 

r 
gives a functional equation easy to solve: when coo = -- we have the following map 
in ]Rx (E: m 

X' = - -  X -{" X~O0(].I , X 2, IZI 2 , Z m, ~m) 3i - Zra/2(~ l(]2 ' X2,  tZ 12, zra) I 

+ emf2~ 01(~, x 2, Izl 2, zm) + 0 [ II x l i P ]  / (9) 
Z' = 20Z ÷ Z" ~/)0(#, X2, IzI 2, zm) ÷ ~-m - 1. lp I(]A, X 2, IzI 2 ~m) 

+ x .  z~,,i2> + l~oz(p, x z, Izl 2, z ')  + ~,,/=)- 1. ~; 3(#, xL Izl ~, ~ )  + 0 [ II x II ~]; 
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where terms in z "/z disappear when m is odd, and q~, tp~ are polynomials in their 
arguments, q~o being real. 

Ifm even > 8 or odd >__ 5, the truncated normal form at cubic order has the same 
symmetry as the codimension two problem studied in [La-Io]  whose phase 
diagram are related to the problem studied in [Gu-Ho]  Sect. 7.5. 

In this case we rec.over the circle doubling phenomenon studied in [Los 1] 
which already leads to complicated results for the full map (9), but only needs two 
parameters. Now, as in the case considered in Sect. 2.2 there are many cases where 
bifm'cation T I ~ T  2 takes place on the truncated normal form. In fact here there is 
not only the "1171-~T2-bifurcation but also, in some parameter space region, a 
family of invariant couples of circles II "1 bifurcating into invariant couples of 
TZ-tori (inside a couple each element is mapped to the other) [Io 84]. Here again, if 
we take account of the full map (9) we shall need the three real parameters (#, Rev, 
Imv) as in Sect. 2.2 to obtain similar results as will be described below in Sects. 4 
and 5, with the same techniques. 

2.4. Hopf-Pitchfork Interaction 
Another interesting case which occurs quite frequently is the one considered in 
Sect. 2.2 but in a presence of a symmetry S which commutes with Yu(. ). We assume 
that S acts trivially on ~o but not on 40. Since the symmetry property propagates 
on the center manifold [Ruel] and on the normal form [Elp & all, we have a map 
(7) such that ~p is odd in x and ~Po, tpt are even in x. Hence we recover a mapping 
(nearly) like (9), with no terms in z "/2, and + x  instead of - x  in x'. As a result, here 
again we have I" 1 ~TZ-bifurcations and also Tl-pitchfork bifurcations on the 
truncated normal form. The proofs for the full map are the same as in case 2.3 (same 
"bubbles" in the same parameter space). 

3. Hopf-Hopf Interaction for Maps 
3.1. Normal Form 
We now consider the case when % = {2o} U{Zo} U{21} U {fl}, where 2j=e 2i~°~j, 
j = 0, 1, all eigenvalues being simple, and we write: 

X=Zo" ~0-~Z0 " ~-0"~-ZI" ffl ~ -ZI"  ~-1 e E o ,  (10) 

where ffj is the eigenvector of To belonging to 2i, j = 0,1. This normal form was 
studied by Jost and Zehnder [Jo-Ze] with a two dimensional parameter space. As 

___> t t indicated in 2.1 the map reduces to a map in C2: (z o, z l) (zo, z 1) of the form (/z is a 
parameter in Nk not yet precised): 

Z'o = &Zo + n0(~, Zo, Co, zl, el) + 0 IllS lIP] ;~ (11) 
zl = ~,zl + nl(~, Zo, Co, zl, ~1) + 0 [ l lXlf]  ;J 

Onj 
where ny~, 0)= O, ~zk (0)= O, j, k = O, 1, and (5) gives here: 

nj~,2oZo, Zoeo,21zl, Z,~l)=2jnj(#,Zo, fo, Zl,Z O, 1=0 ,1 ,  (12) 
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i.e. the normal form is equivariant under the group (00, 01)~(00 + COo, 01 + ~01) of 
T 2, which is discrete if (090, 091)e Q 2  and is the complete group of rotation o f t  2 if 
co 0 and c01 are both irrational and not rationally related. The monomials ~p~. ,  ;s z,O~,O~, 1 ~ I ,  
of n o and nl which are not identically 0 satisfy: 

o % ( p - q - 1 ) + ~ o l ( r - s ) ~ Z  for no, (13) 
C O o ( p - q ) + ~ l ( r - s - 1 ) ~ Z  for n 1. 

It is natural, as explained in 2.2, to take COo and ~Ol both rational, paying this fact by 
the occurrence, of at most two "detuning parameters" for the two perturbed 
eigenvalues near )~o and 21. As a consequence we need 4 real parameters to derive 
the normal form in its full unfolding: 2 parameters represent the moduli and 2 
others the arguments of the perturbed eigenvalues. For the following study we do 
not need the global writting of the normal form, it is sufficient to assume: 

moO) o + mxO) 1 E Z, has no solution for Imol + tml[ < N,  (14) 

then the truncated normal form P .  of F, ,  at order N - 2  reads: 

z; =,~oZo [1 + ~o + ~o(#, Izol =, Izl12)]; ~ (1 5) 
z'~ =Axz 1 [1 +]A1 - [ - l p l ( ~  , [zol 2, 1z112)3; # = (#0, #1) ~ 11~2; S 

where ~v o and tV ~ are polynomials in their two last arguments, depending smoothly 

each of them have valuation larger than one and degree [ ~ - ]  in o n  #, 
(Izol 2, Iz112). The integer N will be fixed latter. k z d 

3.2. Primary Bifurcation. Normal Hyperbolicity Region 
Since we are only interested in the T 1 ~T2-bifurcat ion we write the normal form 
(15) in an easier form for computation. The writing (15) is symmetric in zo and z 1, so 
there are two equivalent Hopf  bifurcations, the first one stands in the z 0 = 0 plane 
and the second in the z l = 0  plane; we choose this last one as the primary 
bifurcation, the other choice leading to equivalent results. 

We can now define the primary bifurcating invariant curve for P~, which, by the 
rotational invariance is a circle F o provided that N > 5 in Sect. 3.1. This circle is 
defined by: 

where 

Z t = 0  , Zo=O0 e2i~°°, 0 o ~ T  1 , 

1 = tl + / t  o -4- tpo(#, Qo 2, 0)1. 

Equation (17) is solvable with respect to qo, provided that: 

&Po ar = Re ~ (0, 0, 0) # 0, (generic hypothesis), 

denoting by X the second argument of ~Po. We then obtain: 

Q2 = _ #o~ + 0(l#[2), where #or = Re(#o). 
a r  

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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We assume in what  follows, that:  

a t < 0 ,  

then #or > 0 when F o exists (supercritical bifurcation). 
The restriction of Pu on F o is simply a rotat ion:  

--1- t 0o 0o=0o+¢%;  where 1 
¢o. = co o + ~-n arg [1 + go + ~Po(g, q~, 0)] 

1 
= ¢°° + ~-n [/~oi- (aja~),Uor + o(IgI2)]; 

and 

O~po a~ = Im ~ - .  (0, 0, 0), 

G. Iooss and J. E. Los 

(20) 

l (21) 

/~oi = Im/~o. (22) 

The normal  hyperbolicity of F o under  Pu is easily defined with the following change 
of variables from 1~2 t o  T 1 X ~-~ X {~]: 

(Zo, ZO-+(O,x,z), with z=zl ,  Zo=Qo(l +x)e 2"~°, x close to 0, (23) 

P~ is now a map  in 1 "1 x N x C :  (O,x,z)--*(O,X,Z), 

O = 0 + ~ou + Ro(/~, [z[ 2 ) + e. RI( #, x, tz[ 2 ) ] 

X = (1 - e)x + Oo(#, Iz[ z) + e. Ql(g, x, [z]2) l (24) 
z = z {21(1 + v)- e 2i~* + So(g, Izl z) + e- S 1 (/t, x, IzlZ)}, 

where we define the parameters e, v, a by: 

= - |-b-x- ( g '  qo, 0).  = 2got + o(Igl 2) 

v = I1 + gl  + ~o ,(g, og, 0 ) l -  1 = g , , -  (b~/ar)gor + O(Igl 2) (25) 1 
a = ~-n arg [1 + gl  + ~Pa(#, Og, 0)],  

the map:  

(go, gl)-~( e, v, a, co o -e~, )  (26) 

is clearly a local diffeomorphism and then defines new coordinates in the 
parameter  space. F r o m  now on we shall write: 

= (~, v, a, co o - c0u). (27) 

The terms R~, Qi, Si, i =  0,1, are polynomials in their last arguments depending 
smoothly on the parameters,  the valuation is one in (x, Izj 2) and two for Q1, the 
degree being N -  3 in (Izl, x). 
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When we consider the full family Fu we expect to have problems near e = 0 and 
near v = 0. In the new variables (0, x, z) the map F u takes the form: 

O=O+°°~'+ e(l~'x'Izl2)+ l~(#'O'x'z'~') ] 
x = (1 - ~)x + g (# ,  x, Izl 2) + 0 (~ ,  o, x, z, e) (28) 
Z = z {21(1 + v). e 2i~" + S(#, x, Iz12)} + g(/~, 0, x, z, ~), 

where R=Ro +~. R1, and similarly for Q, S, as defined by (26), and: 

d/2 {IRI + I01} + lgt-- O(e (N- 1>/2 + izl N-,),  (29) 

where we used the estimate: (r + s) N- ~ <= C(r N- a + s N- 1), C > 0. In (28) all functions 
are smooth in their variables, and estimate (29) says at what order the dependency 
in 0 (or the breaking of the rotational invariance) arrives. 

To prove the persistence of a normal hyperbolic invariant closed curve near Fo 
under the map F, ,  we can use the Ruelle-Takens technique [Ru-Ta] (see also 
[Lan]). By making the change of variables: 

x=(g)=2, z =(e)('/2}+ee, e, f l>0 ,  (30) 

we obtain a new form of the map where it is easy to see that the condition: 

gN/4=o(v), (31) 

gives us the right size for the perturbations of the hyperbolic linear part of (28), 
since the perturbations have to be of smaller size than the rate of normal 
hyperbolicity of Fo, here min(e, v). This result (31) follows from the identity: 

( ( max~, ~) min 2fl - ~, c~, ~ - cq ~ = ~- - 1 take c~ = fl = -4- " 

Figure 2 shows the region of the parameter plane (e, v) corresponding to (31). 
In Sect. 4 we study what happens in the region ~ of Fig. 2 not covered by 

estimate (31). We shall see that we need the parameter a to be able to obtain a 
persisting 72 ~. 

v }  neighborhood "F 

Fig. 2. Persistence of invariant T 1 through normal hyperbolicity, N ~ 5 
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3.3. Secondary Bifurcation. Normal Hyperbolicity Region 
On the truncated normal form Pu the secondary branch is obtained by looking for 
(Qo, q~) solution of the system: 

I1 +~o + ~o(~, ~o~, ~)1 =~ (32) 

where lpo and ~Pl are defined by (15) and 

Z0 =~o e2i~°°, zl =~i e2ir~°l, (00, 01) ~ 2 '  
Here we are only interested in what happens near the bifurcation point when v 
changes its sign. The solution of (32) can be written as follows: 

where we defined: 

Q~= 2% + a~d~-b~c, 
arV [1 + o(I~l)], [ 

f 

Q ~ - ard~ - b ,c , J 

c, = Re ~ (0, 0, 0), &P ~ 0 0 8 x  d ~ = R e - ~ (  ,0, ), 

(33) 

and where we assume 

a,~O, a,zt,-brc~ +-O, (34) 

Y being the last argument of ~Po and ~&. Conditions (34) are generic. Let us now 
consider the region of the (e, v) plane where: 

v = o(~), (35) 
and define x and y by: 

Zo = Po" (1 + x.  e ~) e 2i~°° 
zx =Ql" (1 + y.  e ~) e 2i~01 ,J 

then the map F~, written in 1l 2 x T 2 as (x, y, 00, O1)---,(X, Y,, 00, O 0  satisfies: 

X = x + 2ar~(1 + O(l~l))x + 2c,~(1 + O(l~l))y + 01 ] 
Y=y + 2b,Q~(1 + O(l~l))x + 2dr~2(a + O(l~l))y + 02 L 
~9o = 0o + COo(#) + 03 [ 

J O 1 = 01 "~- (D l(].l) -~- 0 4 ,  

where coj(p) is defined by 

1 

and 

e-~+(N- 1)/z) i=1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .  O i =  0 ga+ldr~2nt-e--c~+(N--2)/2- ~- IV[1/2 ' 

(36) 

(37) 
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Boundary of Fi 9.2 

Fig. 3. Persistence of bifurcating invariant T 2 through normal hyperbolicity. For the figure we 
assumed ardr-b,er> O, hence v >0 by (33) 

Since the eigenvalues of the matrix: 

( at0°2 2cr02~ (38) 
2bro 2 2dro2J ' 

are - e+o ( e )  and -2v+o(v) ,  the normal hyperbolicity argument will give 
persisting invariant tori, provided that: 

go~+ 1 -F g2 -F" ,~-~ +(N-2)/2 -F g-~+(/q-  1)/2 
11~[1/2 = O(1)). (39) 

• co d,.on,sc 

the corresponding region where (35) and (39) hold is indicated at Fig. 3 (for N = 5 
we have e6/5= o(v)). 

In Sect. 5 we study what happens for these T2-tori in the region close to the 
e-axis, touching the shaded region of Fig. 3. We shall see that for this bifurcation we 
need an additional parameter (in fact or). 

3.4. Remark on Tertiary Bifurcation 
We do not study here the eventual tertiary bifurcation 1F 2"--)''It 3, which might be 
computed again on the truncated normal form, provided that N >  7 in (15), if the 
matrix (38) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation in the (e, v) plane. The idea is exactly the 
same as here, except that there is a degeneracy at cubic order which gives a few 
more technicalities for the estimates of the normal hyperbolicity region (see the 
same kind of computations in [La-Io]). For the study inside the non-sufficiently 
normal hyperbolic region, we need the full unfolding of the family involving the 4 
dimensional parameter space defined by (15), to show the persistence of TZ-tori as 
well as for the bifurcating Ta-tori. We do not derive this here since this could be 
done exactly as the case studied in this paper. 
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4. Persistence of an Invariant Curve 

4.1. First ldea of  the Problem 
In this part and the next one we consider, for more clarity, the problem in a 4 
dimensional space E. This restriction is due to the fact that if we consider the most 
general family restricted to the center manifold (of dimension 4) this would not 
allow us to consider a C ~ mapping (see for instance [Ma-Cr],  [Io 79]). In Sect. 6 
we give a mean to avoid such an assumption. Not  making this restriction here 
should introduce too many inessential complications. 

Here we prove the existence of C OO invariant curves when the parameters lie on 
some paths going through the region "K where the normal hyperbolicity fails. This 
family of paths is parametrized by a set which has a Cantor x Cantor structure, 
each of these Cantor sets having a positive density of measure in R,  near the origin. 
To prove the persistence of invariant curves Braaksma and Broer [Bra-B] and 
Broer et al. [BHT], used the Zehnder formulation [Ze] of the strong implicit 
function theorem. We don't  know whether here this would give the full Cantor 
structure described at the end of this chapter (see the invariant curve theorem). 

The method for our proof is similar to the ones in [Chela], [Los 1, 2] and is in 
the spirit of Moser's and Rfissmann's approaches [Mos], [Russ], i.e. we introduce 
some parameters leading to a "moved" curve theorem, using Herman's formul- 
ation [Her], [Bost]. In this case we need to introduce two new parameters, the first 
one is a rotation parameter as introduced in [Los l]  and the second one 
corresponds to the "twisted" quasi-conjugacy result obtained in the appendix 
(Corollary 5 of Theorem A2). 

Once this result is obtained we prove that the family of paths described above is 
given by cancelling these two parameters. 

4.2. Position of  the Problem 
We consider the genetic family of C ~° diffeomorphisms (28) of 3F 1 x (R, 0) x (1[;, 0) 
obtained in Sect. 3.2, after the change of variables z = e~/2z ' and suppressing the 
primes: 

V.(O, x, z) = (O, X, Z); ~ e ( ~ ,  0); ] 
0 -- 0 + co~ + eA~(x, Izl 2) + Q~(0, x, z, ~); / X = (I - e)x + eA~(x, [zl2) + Q~(O, x, z, if); (40) 

Z = e 2i~('°1 + ~)(1 + v)z + ezAau(X, [z[ 2) + Q3(O, x, z, ~); 

where A~, i = 1, 2, 3 are polynomials of degree N -  3 in (x, [z]) and of valuation 1 in 
(x, tzt 2) while A~ has valuation 2, with coefficients depending smoothly on the 
parameter # e (R 4, 0). The Q~, i=  1, 2, 3 are Coo perturbations of order O(d urn- 1), 
where C ~ stands for the parameter and phase space dependencies. 

The truncated normal form N u defined by i _  Q. = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 has a trivial 
invariant circle: 

@ o = T  ~ x {0,0}, (41) 
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and Nuleo is simply a rotation of angle cou- We look for a Coo invariant closed curve, 
C t-close to cgo for sufficiently small Q~. If this curve exists it is described as a graph: 

cg = {(0, lp(0), z(0)); 0 eT1},  (42) 

where % z are C OO functions on a neighborhood of the origin in ~ and ¢ .  The 
invariance of cg under F ,  is made explicit by the following functional equation: 

F,(O, ~p(O), z(O)) = {O(0, ~p(0), z(O)), ~p(O), z(O)}. (43) 

This kind of equations cannot be solved directly in the non normal hyperbolicity 
region ~ of the parameter space (see Fig. 1). We need, as in the KAM theorem, 
some assumptions on the rotation properties. Let us first precise some notations 
which will be used in what follows: 

i) ~R,  ~#'¢ are neighborhoods of the origin, respectively in ~ and ~. ~ is a 
neighborhood of T 1 x {0, 0} in -fl  x ~ x ~. The study of the family F ,  is now 
restricted to these neighborhoods. 

ii) We introduce the spaces: 

g = Coo(T ~, ~ x C~(T 1, ~r¢), 
= coo(~ ,  T ~) × coo(~ ,  ~R) × c ° ~ ( ~ ,  ~¢), 

where C~(X, Y) is the space of Coo maps from X to Y both being compact 
manifolds. By [Ham]  these spaces are tame Fr6chet spaces for the Coo topology 
defined by the countable family of C k uniform convergence norms. 

iii) Ro, is the rotation by co in T ~ :O~O+co. 
iv) Diff~(T 1) is the group of C ~ diffeomorphisms of the circle preserving the 

orientation. 

4.3. The Rotated-Twisted Theorem (R-T) 

In this part we prove the key result of the paper in the sense that we define the 
rotation and the twist parameters which will be cancelled later. Let us define the 
map: 

.~;t(O,x,z)=(O + 2,x,e 2i~t .z); (O,x,z)e T 1 xlR x ~ 
(44) ()~; t) ~ T 2 . S 

For the purpose of this part it is sufficient to consider the following form of the 
family F, :  

F,(O, x, z) = (0, X,  Z); p ~ (JR 4, 0); 

O=O+co~' + Pl(O'x'z'~); (45) 
X = (1 - e)x + p2(O, x, z, ~); 
Z = e 2iu(wl +a)(| + v ) z  -}- p3(O, x, z, 5); 

where J J ) P = eAu + Qu, J = 1, 2, 3. We write 11 = (p1, p2, p3) e ff in which we have 
suppressed, for more clarity, the parameter dependencies, even if it is clear that all 
quantities in what follows depend on #. 
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R-T  Theorem. Let (oo, (2) be in 3F 2 and satisfy the diophantine condition: 

3C>0,  3fl>=o/vP eil~, I rg2-qco-pl> C q = [q[l+p, r = 0 , 2 .  (46) 

I f  II  e~¢ is sufficiently small, there exists (2; t )~T  2, (%3)~d ~, (a,b)~(lR2,0) and 
h e Diff~or 1) such that: the closed curve cg = {(0, q~(0), 3(0)); 0 e T 1 } ( T  1 x IR x (E is 
invariant under Nx;t ° Fu. The first projection (~1: 3F1 x IR x IE ~3F I) of (Nz;t ° Fu)l~ 
is C ® conjugated by h to the rotation Ro~. The linear part of (~;toFu)l~¢ on the 
normal bundle over cg is quasi-conjugated (see appendix) to the constant matrix: 

( 1 - ; + a  e2~(10+v+b))"  

Moreover the map: 

/ / ~  (v;, z, 2, t, h, a, b) : (~, 0)--* [g  x 3F z x Diff~ Or 1 ) x IR 2, (0, 0) x (20, to) x (Id) x (0)] 

is tame, where: 

(47) 
to = ~2- col - a J "  

We remark that condition (46) with r = 2 implies the same condition with r = 1 (the 
constant C being different), i.e.: 

3C>0,  3/3>0/V P ~I1~, l~2-qco-pl >_- -iq[xC+~. (48) 

These three conditions (r=0,1,2)  are needed for the quasi-conjugacy result 
obtained in Corollary 5 of the appendix. 

4.4. Proof of the R-T Theorem 
We first define the following functional operators: 

q,:31 '1 x g x C°~(¢V, T1)-- ,C~Orl) ,  
• (,~, (~, 3), P~)(o) = o + o. + ~ + P~(O, ~(o), 3(o), e(o)),3 

and: 

2/ft:gx¢C--*g 
(~o ~ - (1  _ ~)~_ p2(., ~, 3, e) 3, e ) )  

~((~0, "c), H)=  \3o q~ - e2~('°'+ ~ +,)(1 + v)3 - P 3 ( . ,  % 

that: 

(49) 

(50) 

To prove the theorem we have to find ((2; t), (~, z), h) in 3172 x ~ x Diff~or 1) so 

0~(,~, (~, 3), p1) = h -  1o Ro, o h, (51) 

~f~t((~P, 3),/7) = 0. (52) 
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For the truncated normal form, which is reduced here to the linear part, i.e. H = 0 
we have trivially: 

• (20, (0, 0), 0) = Ro~ (53) 
~t((0, 0), 0) = 0, for any t. J 

The proof of the R-T  theorem is based on the implicit function theorem on Fr6chet 
spaces in the formulation of Hamilton [Ham].  There are two main steps: 

- The conjugacy to the rotation Ro~; 

- The local inversion of the partial derivative which needs the twisted 
0(t,~p,z) 

quasi-conjugacy to a diagonal constant matrix whose complex eigenvalues have 
arguments _+ 2~zO (see the appendix, Corollary 5). 

4.4.1. The Conjugaey to the Rotation Roo. The first part of the proof only concerns 
the map q~: 

Proposition 1. Let oo be a diophantine number (satisfying (46) with r = 0). There 
exists a neighborhood ~4 p of 0 in ~ × C~(~#/, T a) such that for every (OP, z), p1) in ~4 ~ 
there exists: 2o~ ¢ T 1 and h,o ~ Diff~(T 1) satisfying: 

q~(2~, 0P, z), p1) = h~, 1o Roo ho~, (54) 

the map: ~ x C°~(~,T1)~((% z),P1)~(2~,h~)~7£ 1 × Diff~0F 1) is C 1 tame. 

This proposition is a direct consequence of a result by Herman (see [Her 79], Sect. 
III.4.2) and the Herman-Yoccoz theorem [Yoc]; the C 1 nature of the map is 
explicitly proved in [Los 1]. 

4.4.2. Partial Derivative of the Map Jt °. We study now the map Jt ~ where 2 is given 
by Proposition 1. In order to apply the theorem of Hamilton to this map we have 
to prove that the G~teaux partial derivative: 

03¢~t admits a local tame inverse. (55) D I ~ -  O(t, tp, z) ' 

This means that for every K in g and every ((~p, z),//) in some neighborhood of 0 in 
x c5 the following linear equation: 

D~Rt(tp, z, H) (At, A~p, Az, Af) = K,  (56) 

has a unique tame solution: (At, A,#, Az)eT  1 × g. 
By a direct computation we obtain: 

D ~ O p ,  z, H)(At, A~p, Az, Af) 
(AtP°q~+(D~°CP)AqT)+ Al'A~p+ AI2Az + A13 A~ 

= \ A z o ~ + ( D z o d P ) A ~ + A z l A ~ + A z 2 A z + A z 3 A ~ + R A t j ,  (57) 

where {Aij } is the Jacobian of the map (x,z ,5)-~(X,Z,Z),  calculated at 
{0p(0), z(0), f(0)), 0 eT1}, for every 0P, z) in some neighborhood of the origin. This 
matrix is close to the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues: 

(1 - e, e 2 i ~  ÷  ~ ÷  0(1 + v), e-  2i~(~o~ + ~ ÷ t)(1 + v)). 
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By Proposition 1, 2(~0, z) is a C 1 tame map, then its derivative: 

92 A 2 -  - -  [A~p, A1:, AQ is well defined as a linear functional in [A~p, Av]. 

(58) 
By (49) and (54) we have: 

Op1 Op1 ~p1 
A ~ =  A2 + -ffx-x E. , ~p, t, qA lp  + -ffz- [. , lp, z, ~ A z  + ~-z [. , lp, z, ~ A ~ .  (59) 

Gathering (57) and (59) we get: 

Dx~(lp, z, 1-1)(At, Alp, Az, Af) 

= (Alp o ~+Ml lA~p+M12A'c+M13A~+L1A2  L2A2). 
kAz o • + M21Alp + MzzA'c + Mz3A~-k- RAt  + 

(60) 

The realness of the original problem leads to the following relationships: 
~p1 (~3p1~, 
O5 = \Oz-z] since P is real, and A~= Az. (61) 

Equation (56) can be written in a vectorial form: 

To fb(O) + M(O). T(O) + L(O) A 2 + R(O) A t = K(O), ] 

and ~I~2=M13,Mzz=M33,M23=M3a,2 f I z1=M31.  
The complex conjugate of the second component is not written here again, for 
simplicity. 

Let us compose relation (62) with h - I  which is given in Diff~(ql n) by 
Proposition 1. We then obtain: 

T'(O+~)=M'(O). T'(O)+L'(O)A2+R'(O)At+K'(O), } 
where ( T ' , K ' ) = ( T , K ) o h - I , ( M ' , L ' , R ' ) = - ( M , L , R ) o h  -1 , (63) 

and where A2 is a linear functional of T. By Proposition 1 h is in a neighborhood of 
the identity and is a tame map, then the map T ~  T' is a tame isomorphism and the 
matrix M' is in a neighborhood of: 

l - e  0 0 
M0 = 0 e2~(1 + v) 0 , (64) 

0 0 e-  2~(1  + v) 

where f2=~o I + a +  t o satisfies condition (46). Then we can apply to the above 
matrix M' the "twisted" quasi-conjugacy result of Corollary 5 of the appendix. 
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Thus there exists an H e oo 1 [-M 3 ( T ,  IE), id], D~ e [Diag 3 (1~), 0], 
D~ e [Diag3(¢), 0] such that: 

H-  ~(0 + co) [M'(O) - D~] H(O) = Mo + D, = M'o, with, 

D, = (\ O0 be2i'~t~ be- 2i~zO , (a, b) e (lR 2, 0), 

(1 + v) (1 - e ! 2i~q,) e-  zi~r~ ) 
, 

0 

(i o D~,= (1 +v)(1 --e2i~')e zi~e 
0 

(65) 

We remark that as ~ = 0) 1 + a + to, then the quantity t o + q0, where q~ is given by (65) 
is exactly the parameter t we are looking for. We fix now t to this value which 
depends functionally on (~p, z, H). The matrix M'(O)+ D~ appearing in the quasi- 
conjugacy relation (65) is precisely the new matrix M' with the parameter t fixed as 
above. 

The matrix H given by (65) enables us to make the following change of 
variables (which is tame by Theorem A2 of the appendix): 

r'(o) = H(O). T"(O), (66) 

which transforms (63) into: 

T"(O + co) = M'o " T"(O) + L"(O) A 2 + R"(O) A t + K"(O), 
where (L", R", K") (0) = H-  1(0 + o9) (M', L', R') (0). J (67) 

This new equation in T" is now solvable, for each At, A2 due to the fact that M~ is a 
constant diagonal matrix whose complex eigenvalue argument satisfies condition 
(48). 

4.4.3. Inversion of the Derivative. Let us be more precise in writing the preceding 
equation as: 

t 
T"(0)= ~ Az"(O) ] with Az"(0)= Az"(O), by (65) we have: 

A~p"(O+o~)=(1 -e+a)Atp"(O)+ IA[(O)A2 + R~(O)At + K'~(O), 
Az"(O+co)=(l +v+b)e2~Az"(O)+L'~(O)A2+R'~(O)At+K'~(O),J (68) 

with L], R';, K'; in C°°0rl,lR ) and L'~, R'~, K~ in C°°(171,C). 
We now want to study the eventual bifurcation T 1 ~ T  2 in the region ~ of the 

parameter space shown in Fig. 2. In this region the dynamics along the x-direction 
is still normally hyperbolic, while this is not the case in the z-plane. In parameter 
space this can be interpreted by the fact that v can change its sign (v = 0 being the 
locus of the secondary bifurcation for the normal form) while e is bounded away 
from e = O. 
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For our purpose this means that the new hyperbolicity parameter, defined by 
(65) as (1 - e. + a), is bounded by (1 - e + a) < 1, if the perturbation H is small enough 
in C 1 topology (a similar result is proved in [Los 2]). This implies that Eq. (68) 
admits a unique solution in Alp"e C°°(TI,IR). 

For the second Eq. (68) the estimate (48) on co and f2 implies the existence of a 
solution Az"~CCO(~z, lr.) (see [Ch-Io]), for every (v, b, A2, At) in N4, the 
dependency in A2 and At is clearly affine. 

We have transformed the initial Eq. (62) into (68) by a finite sequence of tame 
isomorphisms each of which being close to the identity; solving (68) is then 
"tamely" equivalent to solve (62), this proves the following: 

Proposition 2. Let (co, (2) satisfy the hypothesis of  the R-T theorem. Then for every 
reals A)~, At there exists a tame solution to Eq. (62) which is an affine function in A2, 
At. 

The above proposition means that for every reals A2 and A t there exist f l ,  f2, f3 
in C~(qrl,N) and gl, g2, g3 in c~0r1,¢I) so that: 

A~p(O) = f~(O) + fz(O) A 2 + f3(O) A t ,  (69) A~(0)= g 1(0)+ g2(0) A~ + g3(0) At, 
[ 

is solution of Eq. (62) and then of (56). 
We now fix the dependencies of A 2 and A t in (A~p, Az) which, in turn will prove 

the existence of a unique Atv, Az. We begin by the relation of conjugacy to the 
rotation R~, which can be rewritten as: 

Aq?= A2 + AIAtp + A2A~ + A z . Az =[Dh - a o Ro~o h] ( A h -  Ah o h - ~ o Ro, o h), 
(7O) 

composing (70) with h-1, which is a tame isomorphism, we obtain: 

A2 + A'a Avp' + A'2Az' + A'2" Az' = [Dh-  ~ o Ro~] (Ah' -- Ah' o R,o) , ;  
with the notation X ' = X o h  -1 for X = A i ,  A~p, Az, Ah. J (71) 

This equation admits a solution if and only if (co satisfying (46)) the following 
condition is verified: 

1 
f (A2 +A'IAtp'+ A'zAz'+ a'2" Az')dO =0 .  (72) TI [Dh-  1 o R~o] 

This gives immediately the linear dependency of A2 in (A~p, Az). Let us remark that 
we obtain A2 by projecting the relation (71) on the kernel of the commutator 
A h ' - A h ' o  R,o. This is precisely the method used in the appendix for the quasi- 
conjugacy theorem. By the same method we fix the linear dependency of At in 
(A~p, Az). The matrix M considered in Theorem A2 depends, in our case on 0P, z), 
then the partial derivative (AI0) is linear in (A~p, Az). The term At is the partial 
derivative: 

Ot 
A t =  [A~p, Az, A ~ ,  ~(~,~) 
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defined by the matrix AD~ (see Sect. A.3.1 of the appendix), which then depends 
linearly on (A,p, Av) by a relation similar to (72). Finally we have a relation of the 
form: 

A2= ~I(Alp, A~, -Az),)> 
At = £~°2(A,p, A~, ~-~), J (73) 

where ~ ,  i=  1,2 are linear functionals continuous for the C O topology. 
Let us observe that the C o norms off2, fs, g2, g3 in (69) are of the same order as 

the C 1 norm of ~p and z (see (57)), hence they are small. Replacing A,p and Az by 
their expressions (69) in (73) we obtain a linear inhomogeneous 2 dimensional 
system in (A2,At) which is, by the above remark, a small perturbation of an 
invertible system. In this way we obtain a unique (A2, At), which leads to a unique 
(A% A~) by (69). 

This means that the partial derivative D I ~  admits a local tame inverse for 
every (tp, ~,/7) in some small neighborhood of the origin. This ends the proof of the 
R-T theorem by applying the theorem of Hamilton. 

4.5. Persistence of C°°-lnvariant Curves 
To prove the existence of an invariant curve under F,, it is sufficient to prove that 
the rotation and the twist parameters may vanish simultaneously. The method for 
the proof is based on the tame-Lipschitz estimates obtained as consequences of the 
theorem of Hamilton (see [Ham]). This method has been previously used by 
Chenciner [Chen] and Los [Los 1, 2], for similar problems. We only point out here 
the difficulties and the results since all details of the estimates can be found in the 
above-mentioned works. 

4.5.1. The Genericity Problem. As defined by the R-T theorem the parameters 2 
and t depend functionally on (,p, ~) ~ g. If0p, z) is fixed by the R-T theorem we have 
in fact two maps 2(#) and t(p). Our goal is to show that equations: 

{ ~(~) = o, 
t (~ t )=O , 

define two local manifolds intersecting transversally, for a given couple (co, ~2) 
satisfying (46). 

Let us recall that 2 belongs to a neighborhood of 2o=co-co ,  and t to a 
neighborhood of to = ~9- co i - o-. Then 2 = 0 and t = 0 are in these neighborhoods if 
4o and to are sufficiently small, which implies: 

Ico-  co01 = o ( { %  - c%{),~ (74) 
l ~ - c o t {  = o(1~1), j 

But (74) is not always compatible with the diophantine condition (46) since co o is 
allowed to be rational and col can be in moll) in order to obtain a generic result. Then 
we need a more restrictive diophantine condition which has been called "with 
small constant" in [Los 2]: 
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Definition 1. The set DC~(coo) of diophantine numbers of "order 0~" close to coo is 
defined by: 

(75) 

Definition 2. For a fixed co in ] R - Q  and ~>0, we define the set DCf2,(co,) of 
diophantine numbers of "order a" close to 091 by 

DCg2~(col)= r i o_co i l  ~ . (76) 
12f2- qco- p[ > 

= iqll+a 

The first set has been introduced in [Los2], it generalizes the standard 
diophantine set DCo and DC1, the Siegel-Moser one [Si-Mo]. The density of 
measure of DC~(coo) goes to 1 when co goes to COo, for every ~ e ]0, 1], and the same 
holds for DCf2~(col) when g2 goes to col. 

Let us now precise the sizes of the neighborhoods defined in the application of 
the theorem of Hamilton. This is a very technical problem because the new 
diophantine conditions (75), (76) combined with the estimates (74) introduce some 
"bad" parameter dependencies for the inverses of operators like (D13¢~,)- 1. This is 
due to the fact that each resolution of a difference equation introduces a factor 

1 1 
or in the estimates of the norms. These estimates only allow us 

{co-cool ~ { f~-coy  
to define exponentially small neighborhoods (with respect to the parameters) on 
which the theorem of Hamilton is valid (see [Ham], [Chen], [Los 1]). The sizes of 
these neighborhoods are then much too small for the size O(e (N/2)- 1) of our 
perturbation. A trick due to Herman allowed Chenciner [Chen] to overcome this 
difficulty. The general form of the result can be found in ([Los 2], Sect. IV, 
Lemma 1). In order to apply this result to our case we need the tame estimates of 
DlJt~t, D ~ ,  (D,Wt)- 1. Let us show the way to obtain the last one, since others are 
standard. 

4.5.2. Estimates of (D2~) -1 and (D1Jt~,) -1. The proof of Sect. 4.4 used twice the 
theorem of Hamilton. The first one was for the quasi-conjugacy result proved in 
the appendix and the second was for the mapping J/f. We then need to consider 
these two problems independently. 

A) Estimate for the Quasi-Conjugacy. We assume that (09, f2) ~T  z which is needed 
to define the quasi-conjugacy (Corollary 5 of the appendix) satisfies conditions 
(75), (76). We have noted ~ (see A9) the tame map defining the quasi-conjugacy 
relationship, then we need the tame estimates of D2@, D~- ,  (D2~-)- 1, in order to 
apply the result of [Los 2], we only consider the last one since the two others are 
standard. 

The diophantine conditions are used to bound expression (AI 9') for the proof 
of Theorem A2. 
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Proposition 3. Let (co, f2) e T 2 satisfy condition (75), (76). The map ~ is defined by 
(Ag) and its Gdteaux partial derivative (All). There exists a positive integer 
R > 1 + 8, and for every integer ng a positive constant Cm (which may depend on m), 
such that (D2~)- 1, whose existence is proved in Sect. A.3, satisfies: 

II(D~)-I(M,X)WIIm < - ~  {[[M[Im+R+ tlXII,,+R + IIWIIm+R}, (77) 

where 
6 = min (Io9 - C0ol ", If2 - o.) 1[~) . (78) 

This kind of estimate is proved in [Chen], [Los t ]. 

B) The map ~ t  and the conjugacy to the rotation R,o. We use the same arguments 
for the map ~ defined by (50) and for the map: 

~(2,  h, P 1) (0) = 0 + o9~ + 2 + PI(O)- h-  1 o Ro~ o h(O), (79) 

defining the conjugacy to the rotation Ro,. For these two maps we obtain: 

Proposition 4. Let (o9, f2) ~T 2 satisfy condition (75), (76). The inverses of  the partial 
derivatives D I ~  and D I ~  r whose existence is proved in Sect. 4.4 satisfy: 

i i (Dl~)_l(p,z ,  Ii)uil,. ~ C~ {lltPlt,.+z+ tlzTI,.+L+ II/-/!l,.+z+ tlUlIm+L}, (80) 

H(DlJl)- l(2, h, Pa)vI!m<= ? {llh-Idll,.+s+ I!vllm+ s}, (81) 

where C,. is a positive constant, L and S are the losses of  differentiability, where L and 
S > 1 + 8 .  

4.5.3. Complement to the R-T Theorem. The Rotated-Twisted theorem has been 
proved for the simplified form of Fu (45) which is sutficient for the existence part of 
the theorem, but here we want to obtain the estimates for the true family (40). We 
therefore define precisely the maps ~ and ~ in which we only transform, in (50) 
and (79), the perturbation/7 by: 

/ / =  ,~A/~ + ~(N]2) - 1 ~ u ,  (82) 

where e(N/2)- 1 ~ e f~ and ~ is bounded for all ck-topo1ogies. The truncated normal 
form corresponds to ~ -  0. As for the quasi-conjugacy map ~ in (A9) we define the 
matrix M by: 

M(O) = M o + eU(0), (83) 
oo 1 bounded for all C -topologies. In fact by (57) the with N e M a c ( ~ ,  Ill), which is also k 

perturbation matrix N depends on (~p, z) in the following way: 

N = O(~o, z) + ~(N/z)- 2 O(1). (83') 

We precise first the quasi-conjugacy Corollary 5 of the appendix by applying 
Lemma I of [Los 2]. The estimate (77) enables us to define a neighborhood q/of  
the matrix Mo where the quasi-conjugacy relation holds: 

qZ = { M e M~c(~ 1, JR)~ II M ~ M o II x <= C63, K ~ R } . (84) 
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i) Complement to Corollary 5 of the Appendix. Let us assume that (e~, Q) is in 
DC~(a~o) x DCO~(091), then the maps H, D~, Dq, associated by Corollary 5 with the 
matrix M in (83) satisfy: 

I!Nllm+ko, (85) tl H - Id 1[ r, + IDrt + lDe - D,ol < Cm ? 

,?H + + ~ < C m ~  I[gllm+k~+ ~ re+k1 " (86) 

Constants Cm are positive and may depend on m; the loss of differentiability is 
represented by k o and k I > R. 

Remember that, by (65), the parameter t is related to q~ by: q~ = t -  to. The above 
result is obtained directly from the estimate (77) and from Lemma 1 of [Los 2]; it 
contains in particular the estimate we need about the size of the to-neighborhood. 
We have the same type of result for the maps ~ and • ,  the goal being to estimate 
the size of the 2-neighborhood and also the derivative of 2 with respect to 
parameters. Since 2 depends functionally on (~,'c) we first need to estimate their 
sizes which are given by the map ~ :  

ii) Complement 1 to the l i t  Theorem. Let (co, f2) be in DC,(ogo) x DCf2~(o~l). The 
map OP, Z)eg associated by the R-T theorem with the perturbation H in (82) 
satisfies: 

8(t¢/2) - 1 
Hv)llm+ Ilzll,~_-<C,. 0 II¢[/m+~=, (87) 

U~ .,<cm ~--~-- [l¢ll,,,+k~+ ~ ,.+k~ " 

We obtain the same kind of estimates for the map ~f. 

iii) Complement 2 to the R-T Theorem. With the above hypothesis, the map 2, h 
defined by the R-T theorem for the perturbation H given by (82), and (~, z) satisfying 
(87), (88) satisfy: 

~(N/2)- 1 
I;~-&l+lih-idll~<Cm 62 il~tl~+k., (89) 

82 820 0hfih e(N/2)-~ { 8~ } (90) 

Gathering (86) and (90) parameters 6 and e have to satisfy: 
6 > max((d N/2)- 1)us, el/4), (91) 

in order for the preceding estimates to be bounded when parameters go to 0. Since 
6 is small, this implies that the perturbation order N has to be larger than 4, which 
is not new since we already assumed in Sect. 3 that N > 5 (minimal value for N to 
insure normal hyperbolicity outside of ~).  This minimal value is sufficient again 
by the above estimates; indeed the new hyperbolicity parameter is, by the R-T 
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theorem: (1 - e + a), which was assumed in Sect. 4.4.3 to satisfy (1 - e + a) < 1. This 
implies that a=o(e)  and, by (83), (83'), (85), (87), (91) this last condition can be 
satisfied if N > 5. Then our method enables us to get the minimal condition on the 
perturbation order N - 1 .  

4.5.4. The Invariant Curve Theorem. Let us recall that: 6=min[[co-coo[ ", 
IO-cotl~], and by (21), (47), (74) we have: 

6 = O  [Icrl ~, # o i -  ~/2 a~ ~1 

In order to avoid unnecessary complications we make the following generic 
assumption: 

ai 4~ 0 (where a s is defined by (22)). (92) 

This is a twist condition, analogous to the one needed to prove the KAM theorem 
(see [Her 83]). This condition is not necessary but it shows that the bifurcation we 
consider is generically of codimension 3 (the parameter #o~ being omitted). With 
assumption 6=~ ~, condition (91) implies: 

< min [1/4, ( N / 2 - 1 ) / 8 ] .  

Since we assumed N >  5, let us fix ~= 1/8, then the 20-neighborhood, defined by 
(89) now reads: 

12- 2ol < Ce 5/4 • (93) 

If we choose 09 in a COo-neighborhood so that 

169 - -  COul < KeS/4 ,  K < C ,  (94) 

then the origin lies in the 2o-neighborhood (93). Moreover since a~ + 0, (90) implies 
02 

that ~ + 0, thus the classical implicit function theorem implies that the equation 

2(#) = 0 defines a local smooth manifold of the form: 

e=2ar#oJai+2rc2ar(CO-COo)/a~+O(eS/4), for #o~=O(~). (95) 

The study of equation t(#) = 0 is performed in a similar way, with the above choices, 
and by (83), (83'), (85) the to-neighborhood takes the form: 

I t -  tol < C~ 5/4 , (96) 

then choosing f2 in a COl-neighborhood of the form: 

[~t-~ - -  CO 1 __ (71 ~ KeS/4 ,  K < C, (97) 

that the origin lies in the t0-neighborhood (96), and by (86) we have: f t  :~ insures 0. 

This implies the existence of a local smooth manifold on which t(#)=0; this 
manifold is clearly transversal to the one defined by (95) and takes the form: 

a = ~2- 091 + O(~5/4). (98) 
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manifotd path 5" ~, rz manifold 
t~,~= 0 ~ ~.n =0 

~ ' ~  ~ Xu,n: 0 

\ bifurcation point "G~,~ 
Fig. 4. The transversal manifolds defining the bifurcation point Y~,o 

At this point we have proved the main result of the paper, namely there exists a 
family of paths ~o~, o in the three dimensional parameter space corresponding to a 
constant #oi section. Each of these paths is defined by the intersection of the 
transversal manifolds {/t; 2(/~)=0} and {#; tOO =0} (see Fig. 4) and is such that the 
one parameter subfamily {F~,},~,o., ~ admits a family of C ° invariant curves. The 
set of these paths is parametrized by the set of pairs (co, O) satisfying: 

(~, O) ~ DC~/8(COo) x DCO~/8(col), (see (75), (76)), ] 
Ico- co,I < K~5/4 ' / (99) 
If2-  col - al < Ke 5/* , 

which is a Cantor set having a positive measure in T 2. The above estimates enable 
us to be more precise about  the dynamics, at least for parameter/z on the paths 
#,~, o. Indeed by (85), (86), and from the definition (65) of the matrix Dr, we define 
the new parameter: 

Z = v + b ,  (100) 

which characterizes the weak normal hyperbolicity of the invariant curves on 
~ , o .  By the above arguments, the equation X(#)=0 defines a smooth local 
manifold of the form: 

v -- 0(e5/4), (101) 

which is obviously transversal to the two preceding ones (see Fig. 4). 
Now the map (e, v, a)--*(2, ~(, t) defined on a constant #0i section is a local 

diffeomorphism of ~x. 3 containing (0, 0, 0) in its image, which enables us to define 
new local parameter space coordinates. The point 

7 ,o = v, z, t) = (0, 0, 0)} ,  

which belongs to the path #,o,o is such that the C a invariant curve is non-normally 
hyperbolic, so it is the bifurcation point corresponding to the pair (~, O) in T 2. This 
ends the proof of the following theorem: 
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Iuvariant Curve Theorem. For each (co, f2) in T 2 satisfying (99) there exists a path 
~ , ,~  in the three dimensional parameter space ( for a fixed #oi) along which the 
family F~ (24), satisfying the generic assumptions (14) with N > 5, (18), (34), and (92), 
admits a C ~ invariant curve with a rotation number co. On each of these paths there 
exists a unique point ~ ,~  for which the C ~° invariant curve is non-normally 
hyperbolic (bifurcation point). 

Remark. The largest is N, the largest is the Cantor set for (co, O) in ~ 2  since we can 
choose a larger ~ in (75), (76) bounded by an N-dependent constant. 

At this point we can now describe the bifurcations of the family F,, since along 
each path ~o,,~ we satisfy the conditions of the Cheneiner-Iooss paper [Ch-Io]. 

5. Bifurcation of Invariant -~2 Tori, Bubble Structure 

5.1. Position of the Problem 
In this chapter we consider the bifurcation problem for mappings in ]R 4 and we 
define the parameter space regions of persistence for invariant sets (T 1 and T 2 tori). 
These regions are defined by a normal hyperbolicity argument and they bound the 
set of bubbles mentioned in the introduction (see Fig. 1). 

We use here the consequences of the rotated-twisted theorem (Sect. 4.3) which 
enables us to localize the study in the phase space near the rotated-twisted curve 
and near each bifurcation point 7o~,~ in the parameter space. 

The method is based on some kind of normal form near the "moved curve." It 
enables us to introduce naturally the parameters defined in the previous chapter 
and to consider them as a new parametrization of the family. The method is a 
generalization for a multiparameter family of the approach of Chenciner [Chen] 
and Los [Los 1] and is a more precise way to express the results of [Ch-Io]. The 
method of a normal form near an invariant curve (without parameters) was also 
used by Douady ([Dou] Sect. III). 

To be a little bit more precise we consider first a change of variables which 
localizes the family in a neighborhood of the rotated-twisted curve. Each element 
of the normal linear bundle over this curve is then an angular dependent matrix for 
which the quasi-conjugacy theorem (Sect. A.2.3) holds and is thus used to 
introduce a new change of variables. We then obtain an expression of the family 
which makes explicitly new parameters (~, t, Z) of Sect. 4 appear with angular 
dependent coefficients. 

As for the usual normal form technique we can simplify this expression by a 
sequence of change of variables, replacing angular dependent coefficients of low 
order by constants or zero, using the diophantine properties of the numbers o9, f2. 

In fact there are some additional difficulties due to the introduction of a factor 
1 at each step of this normalization, because of the type of diophantine condition 

(99) we use. We then need to estimate carefuUy all terms to be able to use the 
standard fixed point technique of Ruelle-Takens [Ru-Ta] at the end. 
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5.2. First Localization Near the Rotated-Twisted Curve 
Let us come back to the family of maps Fu: 

0 = 0 + e), + aA~(x, tzl2) + Q~(O, x, z, ~), 
X = (1 - ¢)x + eA~(x, rz[ z) + Q~(O, x, z, ~), (40) 
Z = e 2i~(~' +~)(1 + v)z + ezA3(x, Izl z) + Q~(0, x, z, ~), 

where Q~ = O(e u/2-1). 
The R-T  theorem says that there exists a curve cg = {(0, ~p(0), z(0)), 0 e qr ~ } which 

is invariant under ~ . . ,o  F,.  This implies the relation: 

Fu(O, ~p(O), z(O)) = ~ . ~  o (~b, lp(q~), z(~b))'t 
with • = h -~ o R,o 'o h(O), ~ (102) 

i.e. we have the equality: 

Fu(O, ~p(0), z(0))= ( ~ -  2, ~p (~), e-2~tz(~)), (103) 

which is valid for every # in a neighborhood of 7o,, ~ = {#; 2 = 0, t = 0, Z = 0}, Z being 
defined by (100). The size of this neighborhood is given by (93), (96), (101). For # in 
this neighborhood we consider the following change of variables: 

( x )  = (tP°h-l(O')~ +H(O') tXz:) l 
\ ,o  h -  ~(0') / ' (104) 

O=h-l(O'), 
where ~p, z, h, 2, t, are defined by the R-T  theorem, and the angular dependent 
matrix H is given by the quasi-conjugacy theorem (Sect. A.2.2). Let us remark that 
in a neighborhood of the point 7,o.e, the quasi-conjugacy is not exact but is only a 
"twisted" quasi-conjugacy which introduces a t-dependent term in the linear part 
of the map. 

The new form of the mapping is now: 

O'=O' +o9-2  + e[z'12fl(#)+ ex'f2(#,O',x',z',~')+ es/4 f3~,2,  t,O',x',z',~' ) 
+o(d/~tz'l"), (1o5) 

X' = (1 -- 8 + a)x' + e Iz'I2 g1(/a) + ex' Iz'l 2 g2(#, x', Iz'I 2) + 8x '2 g3(#, 0', x', z', 5') 
+ e~/4 g4( ~, ,t, t, 0', x', z', e') + o (e  3/2 Iz'14), (106) 

z ' =  e2~(1 + z)z '  + ez' Iz'[ 2 ha(p) + e5/4 hz(ff, 2, t, 0', z', if') 
+ ~x'h3(#, 2, t, 0', x', z', ~') + O(e 3/2 lz't4), (107) 

where 
f3 = o(I;~l + 8//2 Iz'l + Ix'D, g4 = o {I,~1 + Itl + d / 2  tz'l (Ix'l + d / z  lz'l)}, 
h2=O(lZ]+ttl+iz'D, and Z'=z-2irct( l  +v)+O(eS/4 +t2). 

To put this map into normal form we proceed, as in [Ch-Io] ,  by making a 
sequence of changes of variables close to identity of the form, (suppressing the 
primes into (105)-(107)): 

u'=u q-o:(O), xr. zP. zq..~s, t n. with u=O,x,z ,  (108) 
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which enables us to simplify the expression of the family F u at each step, provided 
that the following equation admits a solution: 

a(0 + co) (1 - e)" e zi'~k° - o~( 0) = a( O) , } 
with m = r ( o r r - l i f u = x )  and k = p - q ( o r p - q - l i f u = z ) , ~  (109) 

a(O) being the angular dependent coefficient (C ~° function) of the monomial 
x r. z p. iq. 2 s. t" obtained at each step in the corresponding component of F,. The 
strategy consists in beginning with s =  n = 0 and increasing p + r +  q up to the 
desired form, then making s + n = 1 with the same strategy and so on. 

Each time when the exponent of (1 - e )  is not 0, we can solve Eq. (109) in ~, 
provided that the corresponding a(O) is of order e, since the inverse of the left-hand 
side produces a factor e- 1. We observe that each term containing x in O and Z is at 
least of order e. In X we have to look for terms with a power in x distinct of 1, and 
here again we see that e is in factor. This shows that we can suppress these terms up 
to the desired order. 

For other terms, we have to solve a difference equation like the ones treated in 
[Ch-Io].  For the case k = 0, i.e. p = q (respectively p =q  + 1) we use the standard 
diophantine condition on co to solve (109) with a right-hand side of 0 mean value. 
This means that the corresponding coefficients in the expression of the map F ,  will 
be transformed into a constant (the mean value). 

For other values of (p, q) we need non-resonance conditions and diophantine 
assumptions on (co, O) as follows (see (99), (75), (76) for r =  1, 2): 

f2+O, 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4, 3/4, ] / Cet/8 
P (1 0) 3C>0,  3fl>_O/V ~ , ] r f 2 - q c o - p l >  ]qll+p, 1 

for r = 0,1, 2, 3, 4 (0, 3, 4 are sufficient), 

which implies the existence of a solution c~(0) for Eq. (109), but with a uniform 
bound on each C k norm multiplied by e-1/8. It can be shown that this does not 
really give any problem because of the estimates in e 5/4 (at least) for every a(O) 
concerned. This shows that our changes of variables can be done up to the stage we 
wish, corresponding to p + q < 4 in O and X and p + q < 3 in Z (due to the eventual 
terms in i4 in Z). 

We remark that the diophantine conditions (110) are more restrictive than the 
ones ((75), (76)) needed to prove the invariant curve theorem (Sect. 4.5.4), this is due 
to the fact that we want to define the paraboloidal regions of normal hyperbolicity 
with a sufficient size to get through the neighborhood ~ (see Figs. 2 and 3) and 
compatible with the optimal value of the perturbation order (N = 5). But if we 
allow a sufficiently large perturbation order the conditions (75), (76) become 
sufficient (for the persistence analysis). 

Finally the mapping takes the form: 

O=O+co--fc+~Izt2[a°(#)+al(#'~'2't)]+Ol' I 
X ~-- (1 - ~)x --]- e2x ]zI 2 [bo(#) + b 1(12, ~, ~, t)] + X 1 ,  (111) 

Z = eZi~(1 + ~)z + ez lzf 2 [Co(#) + q(# ,  ~, 2, t)] + Z~, 
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whe~:  
)~= 2(1 + 0(e5/4)), 

= e + 0(e5/4), 
2r : Z -~ O(~5/4) "t- O( t2) ,  

21 = -- 2nt [1 + v + O(s 5/4) -~ O( t ) ] ,  

and we recall that (see Sect. 4): 
2 = o9-  o2~ + 0(e5/4), ] 

/ 

t =  f 2 - ~ o ~ - o ' +  O(~S/4), 
Z = V -~ O(85]4) • J 

Moreover we now have the estimates: 
O 1 = O(e IX[ m° q- ~3/2 IZ[4 + ~5/4121ko), 

z ~ = O(~ Ixl "~ + e3/2 lzl ~ + ~ s .  I,V~), 

where we denote by 121 the norm of (2, t), and al, bl, cl = 0(~/4). 

(112) 

(••3) 

5.3. Persistence of an Invariant T1-Curve 
Let us introduce scales ~ and ( as follows: 

x = ix' ,). (1 14) z=Cz'. ] 
f 

The idea is to use the graph transform technique, such as used by Ruelle-Takens 
[Ru--Ta] and Lanford [Lan] to prove the existence of an invariant curve x' = lp'(0), 
z' = T'(0) in a certain domain of the parameter space defined by inequalities on 2, t, )~ 
(where)~= II - ~ [ -  1) and e. 

We start with the assumption that )~= o(e) and in fact we define: )~= ~e ~, with 
0 < 6 in such a way that when 2 = 0(1) the corresponding parameter space domain 
is larger than the neighborhood ~ defined in Sects. 3.2-3.3 (see Figs. 2 and 3). 

Let us denote by 02, X2, Z2, the expressions given by: 

0 = 0 + c o - ~ + 0 2 ,  [ 
x '=(1  -~)x'+X2, (115) 
Z' = eZi~O(l + )Oz' + Z2, 

then, to be able to use the graph transform method it is sufficient to arrange things 
so that: 

02 and its derivatives in x', are o0~), 
Z J X 2 and its derivatives in x', are o(s), (116) 
Z t Zz and its derivatives in x', are o07), 
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Fig. 5. Region of persistence of an invariant dosed curve for F,, for a fixed (a~, ~2). The ~ axis 
corresponds to a path N~.~ found at Sect. 4 

It is easy to show that, if we choose 0 = 7, mo= ml = m2 - - - -  2, ko = kl = k2 = 1 and the 
scales (=~1/2e~/4, ~=~3/%1/4, then for: 

121 -- o(Y3/4e "s) -- o \ - ~ / ,  (117) 

we can show the persistence of an invariant ~'~-curve for the map F~,. Let us 
observe that (117) defines a paraboloidal region (see Fig. 5). 

R e m a r k  1. For  this persistence result, we can suppress the part of condition (110) 
with r = 4 and the non-strong resonance condition for r = 1/4, 3/4. In chapter 4 we 
also had not the condition for r = 3 and Q = 1/3, 2/3, but if we try to escape from this 
condition, we should have to pay by assuming a larger value than 5 for N in (14), to 
be able to find a suitable Q < 6/5 for ~ = ~e0. 

5.4. Bi furcat ion  o f  an Invar ian t  T 2 - T o r u s  

Let us follow the same method as in [Ch-Io] .  First, we write the map (111) in the 
polar coordinates: 

Z = re 2i~°1 , (118) 

and we define the mean radius rl of the bifurcating torus by: 

(119) r 2 -  e(do + d l ) '  

where d o + dl = Re (e- 2i~a [c0(p) + c i(#, e, 2, t)] (1 + ~)- i), is supposed to be strictly 
negative, to fix the direction of the bifurcating family (the reader can check that er 2 
is mainly Q12 of (33)). 

Now we choose scales ~ and ~ as above: 

x=  ix ' ,  ] (120) 
r = r1(1 q- (y ') ,J  

£ 
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so that the map Fu becomes (denoting by 00 the old 0): 

O0 = 00 + c o -  ~ +  er~ [ao + al]  + O~)2, ] 

x'=(1 -~)x'+Xi, / (121) 
Y'=(1 - 2~)y' + r~, 

1 
Oi =01 + O +  ~ arg(1 +~)+er~[eo+el]+O'~2, 

1 where eo + el = ~ arg(e-21~a [%(#) + q(p, e, 2, t)] (1 + )?)- 1), and: 

, _ - m1-1 )~ 5/41 [ (•22) x 2 - o  z~+e¢ + ~ + ~  
[ ~312r~m2 ~3/2 I,~ Ik2 \ 

r~+ o;~ =o (~¢+ ~ + ~ -  +d" ;7,~}. 
By choosing ko=k 1 =2, k2=4  , too= 1, ml = m 2 = 2 ,  and: 

~=)~7/a (as for the persistence), ¢=)~,/2~u12, ¢=;~gz/4, (123) 

we can observe that in the following region of the parameter space (see Fig. 6): 

,2,2 = o  ( ~ ) =  o (e@/4), (124) 

the existence of a bifurcating family of invariant T2-tori can be proved by the 
standard graph transform method technique (see [Ru-Ta],  [Lan]). 

Remark 2. We could use as well a sub-center manifold here to eliminate the 
variable x. The problem is then to take care to the fact that (1 -~) is close to 1, this 
implying additional difficulties to the usual ones. 

[ ]  persistence of T 1 and 
bifurcation of T 2 fori 

[ ]  persisfence regionof T ~ 

Fig. 6. Regions of persistence of invariant T I and bifurcating invariant II '2 
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Remark 3. We did not try to avoid the diophantine condition (110) for r = 4, which 
is probably not necessary, as shown in ([-Ch-Io] Sect. V.3), since this would 
become really very technical for a minor improvement. 

Let us sum up the results of this part by the following: 

Bubbles-Theorem. For the generic family of diffeomorphisms F~ (11), satisfying the 
non-strong resonance condition (14) with N >= 5 and the non-degeneracy conditions 
(20), (34), there exists a set of two sided paraboloidal regions tangent at their vertices 
7o,, a (see Figs. 5, 6) getting through the neighborhood 3¢" (defined on Sect. 3.3, see 
Fig. 3). The points 7,~,a are defined, for each (co, ~) satisfying (110) and (99), by the 
invariant curve theorem of Sect. 4. 

In these regions there is a family of C k invariant TX-curves (C ~ on the special 
path ~o,,a) loosing their normal hyperbolicity at each vertex of the paraboloids. 
Moreover, in each one-sided paraboloidal region (Fig. 6), there bifurcates from each 
vertex a family of C k normally hyperbolic invariant T2-tori. 

Another way to settle this result is to say that in the union of the above 
parabolo~dal regions the family F~ "looks like" the truncated normal form N,, 
(defined by (24)), for/~' in a neighborhood of #, in the sense defined by [Chen], 
[Los 1]. We could formulate this theorem in a very precise setting, but the price to 
pay is certainly no less than two pages more! 

We finally obtained the bubble structure announced in the introduction as the 
complementary, in the parameter space, of the paraboloidal regions. 

6. Persistence and Bifurcation of Tori in Higher Dimensions 

In this part we generalize in a Banach space E (of dimension higher than 4 I) the 
results proved, in the preceding Sects. 4 and 5, for families of mappings in ~4.  The 
frame is the one described in Sect. 2.1 with assumptions of Sect. 3. The problem 
here is that we cannot use the center manifold because we loose the C ~- 
differentiability in that case. 

The key tool is that we can generalize the quasi-conjugacy theorem of the 
appendix in the infinite dimensional space E, in the following sense. Assume that 
the linear operator function on T 1 : 0~M(0) is close to a constant linear operator 
~--o in E, with a spectrum separated in two parts a0 and a_, as described in Sect. 2.1. 
The idea is that we can uncouple in a C °~ way two vector bundles over I "1, 
invariant under the map: (0, X)~(O + co, M(O)X), such that on one side (~-dimen- 
sional) is a strict contraction, while on the other (finite dimensional) we are reduced 
to the case studied in the appendix. Hence it is only necessary to have the quasi- 
conjugacy to a constant on the finite dimensional part whose spectrograph (in the 
sense of [Ch-Io]) is close to the unit circle. 

6.1. Position of the Problem 
Let us consider the linear operator Yo in £f(E) defined in Sect. 2.1, where At(E) 
denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators in E. Its spectrum is splitted 
into two parts ao and a_, where a _ is strictly contained in the open unit disc and ao 
is a finite set of eigenvalues on the unit circle of finite multiplicities. This 
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assumption is relevant for instance for Poincar6 maps built with evolution 
problems such as Navier-Stokes equations [Io79],  where J-o is a compact 
operator. The space E is then decomposed (see [Kato])  as follows into a sum of 
invariant subspaces: 

E=Eo@E_, d i m e  0 = n, (125) 

where the spectrum of the restriction of Y'o on Eo (respectively E_) is ao 
(respectively a_), and we define To = J'Oteo, T_ = ~"OlE- • 

We now consider the C ~ map: 

Y-e C °~ ['IF', (~(E), Jo ) ] ,  (126) 

and we define the following decomposition for any Z = X  + Y in E, with X e Eo, 
Y~E_: 

J ( 0 )  Z = [Mo(0 ) X + No(O ) Y, N_ (0) X + M_ (0) Y], (127) 

where: 

M o e C ~° IT  1, (£a(Eo), To)] ~ (M.~dT 1, ~) ,  To), / 
M_ eC°~[T*,(ZP(E_), T_)], / N o e C ~ [qF 1, (£f(E _, Eo), 0)], 
N_ e C ~° [1" ~, (~(Eo, E_), 0)]. 

(128) 

Here we denoted by ~-~(E1, E2) the Banach space of bounded linear operators from 
E 1 to E 2. 

The study made at Sect. 4 shows that the main difficulty for proving the 
persistence result lies in the linear step of the proof. For the 4 dimensional system 
the key result is the quasi-conjugacy theorem A.2 of the appendix, by which we can 
transform the linear part of the map ~ . ,  o Fu, over the T 1 torus, into a constant 
matrix. This kind of result is generally hopeless in infinite dimensions, so we are in 
fact less ambitious since we just need to uncouple the linear part (127) as follows: 

Lemma 6.1. Let ~- be given by (127), (128) and be in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of J-o. Then, for any c9 in T 1, there exists a map 3¢f in 
C * IT 1, (~(E), Id)] depending tamely on ~-, and such that: 

~f-l(O+co). 9-(O). ~(O)= (M~ (0) MO(o)), (129) 

where the matrix representation corresponds to the product space E o x E_ and: 

i) (M'o,M'_)~C~[TI,(£Z(Eo) x 3Y(E_),(To, T_))] 
depends tamely on 9-, and moreover: 

( I d  K~0)) with L (respectively K )  close to O ii) J r (0 )=  L(O) 
in C ® [qF ~, £~(Eo, E_)] (respectively C ~ [(IF. 1, ~ (  E_, Eo))). (130) 

In the purpose of using the theorem of Hamilton [Ham]  we now need to verify that 
the spaces we consider are tame Fr6chet spaces [Ham].  This was not necessary in 
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Sect. 4 and the appendix since the result is standard for the spaces used there. In 
fact we have the following: 

Lemma 6.2. Let B be a Banach space, then the space 50°°= C °o OF l, B] is a tame 
Frdchet space (TFS). 

This result can directly be extended to the case when I? 1 is replaced by a compact 
manifold. The proof of this result is included here for completeness and is a natural 
extension of the standard cases. 

Proof. With the family of norms: 

NUll.= sup sup IID~f(O)ll, f~Seoo, (131) 
j<--n 0 ~  1 

the space 5Poo is a graded Fr6chet space, with the grading: 

ll... IIo< If... I1t_-<..._-< tl . . .  I 1 . <  . . . .  

Let us recall one possible definition for tame Fr6chet spaces: 

Definition. A graded FrSchet space {F, (][ ... [[,, n e N)} is a tame FrSchet space if 
there exists a family (St)t~ll ' ®i of continuous linear maps from F to F such that: 

3r~N/V(k,n)~N 2, k<n, 3C, ,k>0 such that : ]  

VxeF, Vt~] l ,  oo[, IIStXiln'~Cn'ktn-k+rlIXtlk' I (132) 
il&x-xll~ < C . J  - " ÷ "  IEx If. • 

This definition was the one used by Hamilton in the preprint version [Ham 74] of 
his theorem (see also [Bost]). 

The method for the proof is the same as the one used to prove the equivalent 
result for the space Coo [3171] (see [Her] Sect. IV.2.5). 

Let t/e Coo IN]  such that: [ -  1, 1] 3 Sup(t/), t /even and q(x) = 1 if txl < 1, and 
define the following real functions: 

e 2i={x tl(~)d ~ } 
g0(x)= ~ • , (133) 
~o,(x)  = t q ~ ( t x ) .  

Then we have the following: 

Proposition. Let T be in 5~° =C°Orl, B], then: 
S,T= T* ~o,= I T(O--y). ~o,(y)dy is in 5 °~. (134) 

T is considered in (134) as a periodic map on the real line. Expanding T in Fourier 
series, and noticing that we have for any n e N :  

S,(e2'~n°.b)=tl(t) .e2i~"°.b, gb~B. 

The definition of q implies that StT is a trigonometric polynomial of degree d < It{. 
The family (St),~11 ' oot defined by (134) satisfies the estimates (132), the proof being 
the same as in ([Hor] appendix theorem AI0). 
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6.2. Proof of  Lemma 6.1 
Equation (129) can be transformed into the uncoupled system in K, L: 

Mo(O ) • K(O)+No(O)=K(O+co ) • [N_(0)- K(O)+M_(O)], (135) 

M _  (0). L(O) + N_  (0) = L(O + co). [No(0)- L(O) + Mo(0)], (I 36) 

and the unknown M'o, M'_ are given by: 

M'o(O) = No(O). L(O) + Mo(O ) , ~ 
(1 37) 

M'_(O) = N_(O) . K(O) + M_(O).J 

Let us consider Eq. (135) (the other Eq. (136) can be treated similarly) and rewrite it 
as the operator: 

~ ( K ,  W)= - K o Ro, . I N _ .  K + M _  ] + M o • K + No , 

where 

W =  (Mo, M_,  No, N_) ,  (138) 

defined on the product space corresponding to its arguments, and with values in 
C ~ [IF 1, (L¢(E_, Eo), 0)]. We search for K in C ~ [ ~ 1 ,  (~ (E_ ,  Eo), 0)) satisfying 
~-(K, W) = 0. We have ~'(0, 141o) = 0, with W0 = (To, T_, 0, 0), then we apply to ~" the 
theorem of Hamilton in a neighborhood of 147o. By Lemma 6.2 all the spaces 
considered are TFS and the map f f  is dearly a tame map since it is defined only 

with additions and products. Thus we have to show that the partial derivative ~ ;  

= D2ff  admits a tame inverse in a neighborhood of Wo. 
By a direct calculation we obtain: 

D2~-(K, W).  A K = ( M o - K o  Ro~ . N_ ) .  A K - A K o  R,o(N_ . K + M_) .  (139) 

To invert D2~,  we have to solve the linear equation: 

D2~,~(K, W).  AK = V, (140) 

where V is given in C~[(T21,Le(E_,Eo)). In fact we see that: 

J//[(O) = (M o -  K o Ro,. N_)(0) = T O + 01(0),~ (141) 
(N_-  K + M_) (0 )=  T_ + O2(0), J 

f 

where O1 and 02 are uniformly close to 0 (in C k norm for instance). Now, since the 
spectrum of To is on the unit circle and the spectrum of T_ is inside the open unit 
disc, we can choose a norm in E such that II To I1 - i is as close as we wish to 1 and 
II T_ II strictly less than 1 (see [Lan]). As a consequence ~g(0) is invertible with a 
norm satisfying: 

t l .g(0)- l l l0<l+~,  and ] [ N _ . g + M _ l t o N k + e ,  

where k < 1 and e is small, depending on J - ~ o .  Now it is clear that the linear 
operator: 

A K ~  A K -  J / -  1 [Ago  R~,(N_ . K + M_)] ,  (142) 
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is invertible in a neighborhood of (0, go) (identity plus a strict contraction). Using 
standard interpolation inequalities (see for instance [Hor] ,  [Ham]) we can prove 
easily: 

IIAKIIm<C,.{1 + IIKII,.+ II Wll.,} II VII.., V m e N ,  (143) 

provided that [[K][m+ ]tW-Wo]l,,_-<q, Vm~]N. 
This proves that the inverse of the derivative D 2 ~  is a tame map; thus we solve 

Eq. (135) by the theorem of Hamilton. We end the proof  of Lemma 6.1 by 
proceeding similarly for Eq. (136). 

6.3. Persistence of an Invariant Curve in a Banach Space 
Let ~ be a family of maps in the Banach space E, satisfying the assumptions of 
Sect. 2.1, i.e. ~o(0) = 0  and Dz~o(0 ) = Joo has a spectrum separated into X = {20, ~-o, 
21, £1}wa-,  where 2~= e ai~°'j, j = 0,1, and for every 2 e a_,  [21 < 1. We showed in 
Sect. 2.1 how the problem reduces to a 4 dimensional space, but we paid this 
reduction to the center manifold by loosing the C Oo property. 

We now avoid this reduction and use a direct extension of the normalization 
technique to the infinite dimensional case such as described for vector fields in 
[El & al]. We then obtain a family of maps E o x E_ ~ E o  x E_, and if we make the 
same change of coordinates as in Sect. 3.2, we now obtain a family of maps F, :  

T 1 x]R x C x E_--+T 1 x ~  x ~ x E _ ,  
Fu(O,x,z ,v)~(O,X,Z,  V), #~(~4 ,0 ) ,  

6) = 0 + co u + eA~(x, [z] 2) + Ol( O, x, z, g, v) , ] 

X = (1 - e)x + eAZu(x, ]z] 2) + Q2u(O, x, z, ~, v), I (144) 
z - -  e + + J 12) + Q (O, x, e, v), 
v =  

where Q~(O, x, z, ~, v) = 0(~ ~N/2)- 1), j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
N 

This form is obtained after a scaling: v = : .  v', with q > ~ - -  1. The linear 

operator T, E ~ ( E _ )  is a deformation, depending smoothly on the parameter/~, of 
the operator T_ considered in the previous paragraph. 

In this part we sketch the way to extend the persistence result of Sect. 4 by 
taking into account the contracting part in E_. The search of an invariant curve 
under F ,  in E is performed as in (43), but with an additional unknown function v(O) 
in Coo [(I" ~, E_), which is a TFS by Lemma 6.2. We follow the strategy of Sect. 4, 
i.e.: 

- Existence of a family of rotated -twisted curves, 
- Cancellation of the rotation and the twist parameters. 
Expressions occurring in the proof  are almost the same as before, so we will not 

write them again. Operators ~ and ~gft in (49), (50) can easily be extended in order to 
represent the map in E. The main difference between this case and the one 
considered in Sect. 4 lies in the proof of the R-T  theorem and more precisely in the 
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inversion of the derivative Da ~¢~t- This operator is now in the fiber bundle of linear 
maps in a Banach space over the circle. The sequence of transformations going 
from (56) to (63) can be rewritten exactly in the same way. At this point we are faced 
with Eq. (63), correctly reinterpreted with M'(O) as a linear operator in ~(E'), 
where E' = ~  x ff;2 x E_ close to the constant: 

where the matrix representation corresponds to the product space, and Mo is given 
by (64). Now we apply Lemma6.1 to M', then there exists 
IH~ e C °~ [qFI,(ZP(E'), Id)] depending tamely on M' such that: 

__ o i_i~l(O+oJ).M,(O).l.ii(O ) (M~(O)M_(O))" (146) 

Since we have implicitly assumed that c~ satisfies a diophantine condition (46) and 
M* satisfies the hypothesis of the quasi-conjugacy theorem A.2, there exists 
(H, D, D~) e [M;°c~ ~, IR), Id] x [Diag3((12), 0] 2 such that: 

H-t(O+co) • [(M~(O)-D~o] .H(O)=Mo+Dr=M' o, (see (65)). (147) 

Let us write now: ~-I2(0)= (H0 (0) O )  e C~ [171, (~(E'), Id)], then the map: 

= ~I I • 1I-I2, transforms the operator M'(O) into: 

M'(0) = ( M~ MO(o)), (148) 

via the quasi-conjugacy relation, provided the twisted parameter t = to + q~ is given 
by (65). At this point we can invert the derivative D1 ~ ,  the finite dimensional part 
of the splitting (125) is exactly given by solving Eq. (67), (68), while the infinite 
dimensional part is given by solving an equation analogous to (67) but with the 
linear operator M'(0). By (148) the preceding equations are uncoupled and, since 
M" (0) is a strict contraction we can invert the derivative. The resulting inverse is a 
tame map; this is proved in Sect. 4 for the finite dimensional part, while the 
argument for the infinite dimensional part is the same as for the proof of 
Lemma 6.1. 

It is then clear that the techniques developed in Sect. 4 work here again with the 
additional V component, since after decoupling of the linear parts, the linear part 
with v is a strong contraction. We can then formulate the following: 

Complement to the Invariant Curve and Bubbles Theorems (see Sects. 4.5.4 and 5.4). 
For a family of maps . ~  in a Banach space E, satisfying the assumptions on the 
separation of the spectrum of Sect. 2.1, and assumptions of the Bubbles theorem, the 
same conclusions hold about the families of invariant T ~ and bifurcating 7£ z tori in E. 
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Appendix: The Quasi-Conjugacy Problem 
A.1. Introduction 
This self contained appendix is devoted to the study of vector difference equations 
of the form: 

G(O+co)-M(O). G(O)=K(O), O r T  1 , (A1) 

where G and K are C~°-vector valued functions in R", M is a given C ~° n × n matrix 
valued function, and co is a given irrational number in T 1. In (At) the unknown is 
G. 

This type of equation arises naturally as the linear step for proving the 
existence of C ~° closed curves, diffeomorphic to a circle, with an irrational rotation 
number, invariant under families of maps in ~R "+ 1. The unidimensional case for 
(A1) is easy to solve, because of the commutativity of the product in F~. The method 
consists in transforming (A1) by the following change of variables: 

G(O) = H(O). F(O), (A2) 

where (F, H, G) are in C~(T 1, IR), in order to obtain an equation for F of the same 
type but with a constant instead of M(O). For this purpose, the map H which has to 
be close to identity satisfies: 

H -  1(0 + co). m(o). H(O) = const. (A3) 

When the dimension n is larger than one, Eq. (A3), now with matrices H and M, 
is called a quasi-conjugacy and cannot be solved directly, except for instance in 
the case of holomorphic matrices (see [Her 83']). Also a special case of Eq. (A3) for 
n =2 is solved in [Los 2], where M is real and close to the constant matrix: 

In fact this previous result can be generalized easily to the case ofn x n matrices 
close to a constant diagonal one, with eigenvalues distinct in moduli. Another 
general result on vector fields is contained in Johnson-Sell [Jo-Se] where strong 
assumptions are made on the characteristic exponents of M(O). 

In the present appendix we solve the general case arising in perturbation 
problems, i.e. when the matrix M(O) belongs to a neighborhood of a constant one 
M o. We introduce a small constant matrix to be added to M in order to have the 
quasi-conjugacy (A3). An analogous result was obtained for a special case by 
Moser [Mos] for vector fields and Mo diagonal with simple pure imaginary 
eigenvalues. 

The constant matrix to be added to M and the one obtained in the right-hand 
side of (A3) are optimal in the sense that their sum belongs to the so-called 
"Arnold-Jordan normal form" associated with M0 (see [Arn] Sect. 30). The idea is 
that we want the number of parameters which constitute the constant matrix to be 
added to M, the smallest possible. The most important difference between our 
result and previous ones is that we do not impose to Mo to have distinct 
eigenvalues. 
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The basic idea, which consists in adding some well chosen parameters, goes 
back to Moser [Mos]. In the same spirit Rtissmann [Russ] introduced a 
translation parameter in order to prove the existence of an invariant curve for area 
preserving diffeomorphisms of the annulus, he also used this idea for the study of 
quasi-periodic Schr6dinger equation [Ru79]. Following the formulation of 
Herman [Her], Chenciner [Chen] adapted the method for non-conservative 
systems, with parameter dependence and a similar adaptation was the introduc- 
tion of a rotation parameter in [Los 1] for a problem of "curve-doubling 
bifurcation." 

In chapter 4 we introduce 2 parameters: a rotation one and a twist one to prove 
the persistence ofinvariant curves. In all these examples the number of parameters 
introduced is minimal in the general sense described above. This is our motivation 
to derive a general result which could be used in many other situations. 

A.2. Formulation of the Problem 
From now on we only consider the quasi-conjugacy problem (A3), since it is clear 
that once solved, the resolution of (A1) becomes tractable. 

A.2.1. Notations. We use standard notations for spaces of functions: C~0£1,K"), 
K = N  or (12 is the space of C ~° maps from 1 "~ to K"; Mn~(T 1, K) the space of n x n 
matrices whose entries are in C®O£~,K); M,(K) the subspace of constant n x n 
matrices; Diag,(K) the subspace of diagonal n x n matrices; Tri,+(K) (respectively 
Trip-(K)) the subspace of sup (respectively inf) triangular n x n matrices. 

The topology on C~OF1,K) is defined by the family {II ... I1~, k e N }  of C k 
uniform convergence norms, which defines also the product topology on 
C°~(F t, K") and M[01 "~, K). All these spaces are clearly tame Fr6chet spaces (see 
[Ham]) as product of such spaces. We denote by (X, A) a neighborhood of the set A 
in the topological space X. 

A.2.2. The Arnold-Jordan Normal Form. Let Mo be in M,((E), the image of the 
commutator operator (also called "homological" or "adjoint" operator): 

d:M,(ir.)~M,~(ff2), d T - T - M o - M  o • T, (A4) 

is orthogonal to the kernel of d* ,  where: 

d ' T - -  T- * * M o -- M o • T, (M* = t~ro), (A5) 

and where the scalar product in M,((12) is defined by: 

(A ,B)=Tr (A .B*) ,  A, BeM,(IE), (see [Arn], [glp&al]) .  

Let Mo be written in its Jordan form, then Ker(d*) consists in matrices, 
commuting with M~, which have the form A+D, where D is diagonal, 
proportional to the identity on each subspace corresponding to a Jordan block of 
Mo, and where A has a 0 diagonal (in general not triangular). We have the 
following: 

Theorem A1 (see [Arn]). Let M o ~ Mn(tl; ) be in Jordan form and M be in some 
neighborhood of M o. Then there exists H ~ [GL(n, IE), Id] (invertible matrices), 
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D e [Diag.(~E), 0], A ~ [M~(~E), 0], such that: 

H - 1 . M . H = M  o + A + D .  (A6) 

The matrices A and D are such that A + D commute with M~, A has a 0 diagonal and 
D is proportional to the identity, on each subspace corresponding to a Jordan block of  
M o. Matrices A, D, and H depend analytically on M. 

A.2.3. The Quasi-Conjugacy Decomposition. We consider now the quasi- 
conjugacy problem (A.3). Let Mo be given in M,((E) in Jordan form, and M(O) close 
to M o in M~°(1 'I, 112). To prove the quasi-conjugacy result we need to add some 
parameters as the next theorem states: 

Theorem A2. Let M o ~ M~((E) in Jordan form and o~ in 3F 1 satisfying the condition: 

C (A7) 3C>0, ~/~>0/V e@, IOij -qo~-pl  > iqll+~, 

1 
A r g ( ~ )  is defined for every pair (i,j) such that 12i]=12j[, 2i, where f2ij = ~ . 

i = 1,..., n being the eigenvalues of  M o. 
For every matrices M in a small enough neighborhood of  M o in M2U2 ~, ~), there 

exists unique (H, A+, A_,  Dr, Dr, D j  such that: 

H ~ [M2(T ~, IE), Id], (Dr, D~o, Dry) • [Diag,(¢), 0] 3 
(A +, A_) e [Tri + (¢) × Tri~- (rE), 0], 

H - ~ ( O + o g ) . { M ( O ) - A _ - D r } . H ( O ) = M o +  A+ +Dr+Dr,~, (A8) 

where 

( ) Dr = 0 )~ir i . 0 .  , r i ~ ~ ,  r i = rj if 2i = )~j, 

and 

( ) D,p 0 " Ximi . 0 = , m ~ = l - e  -2i~r'-~), coie]R, ~o~=~oj /f ,~= ~j, 

( ) Dr~-- 0 . 2ini " O. , n i=l_e_2i :w,  ~pieR, lpi--Ipj /f [,~il--]2j[, 

(~pi--~pi)= 0, and A÷  + A_ + Dr + Dr + D,~ commutes with M~.  
i ; ] -~d = lad[ 

The map: M ~(I-I, A +, A _, D r, Dr, Drw ) is tame in the sense of  Hamilton [Ham]. 

Remark 1. (A7) is a mixed diophantine condition between the rotation number ~o 
and the arguments ~ij. 

Remark 2. The matrix Dr + D~ + Dr~ has the structure of the diagonal part D of 
Theorem AI, similarly for A÷ +A_ and A of Theorem AI. 
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Remark 3. The matrix D,~ can be chosen as Dr~ = 0 if we suppress the condition 
~, (~°i--~Pi)= 0, when ]2i[ = 12~[ for every i, j. 

i; Iz,t = t;.sl 
Complement for the Real Case. I f  the matrix M(O) is real, i.e. if M e M~OFI,~R), 
close enough to a real Mo, there exists a complex change of variable h such that: 
h-1.  Mo " h = M'o is in Jordan form in Mn(~ ). 

I f  M'o satisfies the hypothesis (AT) then the quasi-conjugacy relation (A8) holds 
for M with real matrices, in particular D,~ is identically O. 

Proof of the Complement. The proof is based on the uniqueness property of the 
quasi-conjugacy. We apply the relation (A8) to the matrix: h-  1. M(O). h, which is 
close to M~, then we obtain: 

- 1(0 + co). {M(0)-- h(A_ + Do)h-1 }. ~(0)  = M o + h(A + + D r + Dr~)h-1, 

with :Of(O) = h. H(O). h-  ~, then as M and Mo are real, by the uniqueness property 
(consider the equivalent complex conjugate relation) we obtain that: J r ,  
h(A_ + Do)h-1 h(A + + Dr + Dry)h- 1 are real matrices. Moreover we have Dr~o = 0, 
since for any complex eigenvalue 2i there is also 2k = ~ and then q~, = - q h ,  hence 

Z ~o~=0, i.e. tPi=0, Vi. 
i; I~.d = IAA 

Let us explain roughly relationship (A8). We cannot always solve directly the 
quasi-conjugacy relation (A3) and we need some constants given in (AS) by the 
parameters appearing in the  matrices A_ and D o. We remark that the number of 
these parameters is governed by the Arnold-Jordan normal form, i.e. by the 
dimension of a simple subspace of the commutator  of M*. This result transforms 
the quasi-conjugacy problem into the finite codimension condition: 

L o0} 
The number of real parameters needed to solve these equations, when M(O) 
depends on parameters, gives the codimension of the problem. 

A.3. Proof of the Theorem 
The following proof needs two basic ingredients, the first one is purely algebraic 
depending on the structure of the matrices and the second one needs some analysis 
based on the powerful implicit function theorem in Fr~chet spaces in the Hamilton 
formulation [Ham]. 

Let us write the quasi-conjugacy Eq. (A8) as a functional map: 

~ : (M,~(T1, ~))2 x (Diag,(~)) 3 × Tri~+ (C) x Tri~-(~)~M~0F a, C) 
.~(M,H,D~,Do, Dr~,A+,A_)(O)= -M(O)+ A_ + D~ 

+ H(O + co) {M o + A + + D r + D~t~} H -  1(0). (A9) 

We want to solve the equation: 

~ ( M , X ) = 0  where X=(H,  Dr, Do, D,,~,A+,A_), 
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in a neighborhood of (Mo, Xo), where X 0 = (Id, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and ~ ( M  o, X0) = 0. The 
map ~- is obviously tame as composed of tame maps, from a tame Fr6chet space to 
another. In order to apply the implicit function theorem of Hamilton, we have to 
prove that the G~teaux partial derivative: 

~X = D2~-' 

admits a tame inverse in a neighborhood of (Mo, Xo). 
The direct calculation of this derivative gives: 

Dz~(M,X) (AX)=  AA_ + AD~ + AH(O +¢o) . {Mo+A + +O~+O,w}. H -  ~(O) 

+ U(O + 09). {AA + + AD, + AD,v}. H -  1(0) 
- -  H(O + 09). {M o + A + + D r + Dr,p}. H -  I(O)AH(O)H- 1(0). 

Proving the existence of an inverse for D2~  consists in solving, for any 
N e M~(T 1, •), the following linear equation in AX: 

DE~(M,X)(AX)= N ,  (A10) 

for any (M, X) in a neighborhood of (Mo, Xo). 
Defining new notations: 

A H'(O) = H -  1(0) A H(O) 
N'(O) = H -  i(0 + c9). N(O) . H(O), 

Eq. (A10) becomes: 

AH'(O+¢o) { M o + a  + +Dr +Drr } - { M o  +A+ +Dr+Dr~}AH'(O)+AA+ +ADr 

+ AD,v + H -  1(0 + co). {AA_ + AD~o}. H(O) = N'(O). (AI 1) 

This relation looks like a commutator operator which we shall solve by a Fourier 
series method. Let us define the following series: 

AH'(O) = • e 2'~p°. AH'p, AH'p e M,(¢),  
peZ 

N'(O) = 2 e2i'w°" N'p, N' v e M.(ff?,). 
peZ 

Then the constant part of Eq. (A1 1) is given by: 

AH'o {Mo + A+ +Dr +Dr~}--{Mo+A+ + Dr + D~,p} AH'o 
+AA+ +ADr+ADr,p+{AA_ +AD~}' o =N'o, (A12) 

the remaining part, i.e. terms in e 2i~p°, is given by: 

e 2ir~pt9. AH'p{Mo+A+ + D~+ D,~} -- {Mo +A + +D,+Drw}AH' v 
+ { AA _ + A D~o}~ --- N~. (A1 3) 
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The end of this paragraph is devoted to the solving of these two equations, which 
is the main point of this appendix, and proving that the resulting series AH' 
actually converge. 

A.3.1. Solution to the Mean Value Equation. Equation (A12) makes appear a 
commutator of the same kind as the one occurring while proving Theorem A1. Let 
us define the following linear operator in M,(~E): 

do" AH'o--*AH'o. Mo--Mo- AH'o, 
and 

d,:  AH'o--*AH' o .(A+ +D,+D,~)-(A+ +Or+O,r ) • An' o, 

the index ~ is only used to indicate the smallness of the norm of de. 
Equation (A12) now reads: 

d o • AH' o + d , .  AH'o = N'o-Fo, (A14) 

where N~ is given in M,((E). We look for AH'o and the simplest F o possible. Let us 
denote b y / 7  0 the orthogonal projection on the kernel of d* .  Since AD,+AD, 
+AD,~+AA++AA_ is in Ker(d*)  (as well as D,+D,+D,~+A++A_) it 
respects the decomposition indicated at Theorem A2 and it is then clear that F 0 
cannot be chosen in Ker(d*) because in general: 

(Id-/To) {[AA_ + AD,]'}o 4:0. 

By using/70 we decompose now Eq. (A14) which becomes the following system: 

[ d  o + ( Id - / /o )  d , ]  A H~ + (Id - Ho) { [A A _ + A D,]'} o = ( Id - / /o )  N~, (A15) 

IlodJH'o+AD.+AD.~+AA+ +/7o {[AA_ +ADq,]'}o=IIoN'o. (A16) 

Let us define a complementary space to Ker(do) in M,,(~), then d o  is invertible 
from this subspace to Im(d0). Now observing that: 

(...)' = H -  1(o + o~) ( . . . ) n ( o ) ,  

we write H = Id + h, h being uniformly close to O, so we have: 

(AA_ + AD J =  lid + O(h)] (AA_ + AD,). (AI 7) 

It is then clear that the linear operator on the left-hand side of (A15-16) which acts 
on AH'o, AD, + AD,v + AA+, AA_ + AD,, is a small perturbation of an invertible 
operator, hence it is invertible for lthll and 11d~ia small enough (in C o norm). 

Remark 1. We can observe that the solution of(A15-16) verifies AD, + AD,v + AA + 
+AA_ +AD,=IIoN'o+h.o.t., where h.o.t, means terms of order jih]] and lid, j]. 

Remark 2. The choice of F o (A14) is in fact governed by the semi-continuity 
property of the codimension of the image for perturbations of linear operators 
[Kato]. This means that the codimension might only become smaller in the 
neighborhood of h =0. Then assuming F 0 in a subspace having the dimension of 
Ker(d*) insures us a regular dependency as h ~ 0  (i.e. M~Mo). 
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Then we have solved Eq. (A12) with respect to AH~, ADr, AD~,, A Dry, A A +, and 
AA_  by Eqs. (A15), (A16) above. 

A.3.2. Solution o f  the Equation (A13), ]nl > 1. Let us define the matrices: Mo +Dr 
+A++Dr~={#o} , , j=  1 ....... (#u=#i) in Tri+(C), and AH'p={h,j},,~=~ ....... in 
M,(II2). 

Equation (A13) now reads: 

(e2'~P~°#j- I-Q hij + k~<j #~j. e 2`~p~. hik-- k~>, #ik" hkj = r O, (A18) 

where: {re}i, j= 1 ..... , = N'p-[(AD~, + A A_)']p, which is well defined by the point 
A.3.1. 

The system (A18) is triangular in 117 "2 as can be seen in denoting the components 
of the vector {hij} by: 

h=(h l ,n ;h l , ,_ l ;  ...; h11; h2,.; ...;h2,1; ...; h,,,; ...; h~, 1; ...; h,, 1). 

The corresponding matrix for the system (A18) is triangular, as it is clear by the 
following (i,j)-row: 
{r't~. . n .  z 2 D c p t o  x .  2 i ~ p ~  . . 2 i ~ p e o .  L% ..., v,  [#je --l.tO, e "#j- 1 ; j ,  . . . ,  #a;) e , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (i; j) . . . . . . . . . .  (i; j - -  1) . . . . . . . . . . . .  (i; 1)... 

...0; ...; 0; -#, ; ,+1;  -.-; -# / ; , ;  0; ...; 0]~ 
... . . . . . . . . .  (1 + 1 ; j) ....... (n; j) . . . . . . . . . . . .  )'t 

From this triangular structure the system is obviously invertible, for each integer p, 
since by the condition (A7): (e2i=P°'&-#,)=~0, Vi, j = l  . . . .  ,n. Furthermore the 
inverse of this system is bounded by: 

K .  (eZ*~w#j-#,) , K > 0  constant. (AI9) 
/ ; j = l  

This enables us to prove convergence of the Fourier series: y~ e 2'~p°. AH'p, using 
peT/ 

condition (A7) to bound each term AH'p, as it is the case for standard difference 
equations [Her], these estimates implies a loss of different,ability for AH', as in the 
standard case. This loss depends on the diophantine constant fi and on the integer 
L which is the number of pairs (i, j) such that I,~,1--I,Zjl (L < n2). The bound (A19) is 
the worst one corresponding to triangular matrices, while for diagonal one it is 
replaced by: 

K . Sup { ( e2'=ve~ # j - #i )-  ~ ; i, j = 1 ..... n}, 

the loss of different,ability is then only: 1 + fl', fi '> ft. (A19') 

Nevertheless for all cases the precise estimate is of the form: 

3ReN,,; R>_L(1,.Ta~ +fi) or R > ! I  +fl)/Vme]N; 3C(m)>0 such that:} (A20) 
{]IAH IIm~t~YIx < C(m) {IIN II~+R+ I IH-  Idll,,+R + lrl}, 

where Y is defined by the 5 last components of X [see (A9)]. 
We remark at this point that the diophantine condition (A7) is uniform in fl, 

which means that for any pair (i, j) we have the same ft. It is clear that some more 
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precise conditions replacing (A7) might be defined. In our case condition (A7) is 
sufficient. Estimate (A20) implies that the map: 

(D2~)- 1 : (N, M, X)--* AX = (AH, AD,, AD~, AD~, AA +, AA_) 

is tame, so we can complete the proof of Theorem 2 using the theorem of Hamilton 
[Ham]. 

A.4. Some Applications 
In order to illustrate the preceding result we give here some applications, one of 
them being the precise case we need for the main part of the paper. 

(201" 0) ,wi th2i in l l ; suchtha t  [2i,*]2jl, fori*j ,  Case I. Let us consider Mol = ' "2, 
Vi, j = I  ..... n. 

In this case the quasi-conjugacy equation admits a solution, i.e. there is no 
matrix to be added on the left-hand side of (A3) and the constant matrix on the 
right-hand side is of the form: 

M'° l=M°~+Dr+Dr~=( )h ( loa l ) ' "2 , ( lO)+  a,) , a ~ ( ~ , O ) , i = l , . , n . . .  

The condition (A7) is reduced to the standard diophantine condition on co. 
Corollary 1. For every M close to Mol in M,~OF 1, (E) and co satisfying a diophantine 
condition, there exists ai~ (C, 0), i = 1,..., n and H ~ [M~OF 1, t12), Id] such that: 

H_l(O+co).M(O).H(O)=M,o1=(21(loaO." O )  ",~.(l + a . )  " 

: ;  wo  onside  c, ose to  io 
\ v  

quasi-conjugacy problem admits a solution with: A+ = A_ = D,0 = Drt 0 =0, and: 

0 - (1  + X) = M~)2. The condition (A7) is a standard dio- 
phantine condition on co. 

Corollary 2. Let M close to Mo2 in M~°(T~,R) and co satisfying a diophantine 
condition, then there exists (Q, Z) e (~2, 0) and He[M~0F1,R) , Id]  such that: 
H -  1(0 + co). M(O) . H(O) = M'oz. 

This result is proved by a direct method in [Los 2]. 

Case3. Let us considerMo3= (lO I ) ,  matrices A + D of Theorem A1 have the 

fo rm:A+D= ( ;  0a),(a,b)~N2,thismeansthatDr= ( ;  ~ ) a n d A _ =  (~ ~), 

the other constant matrices appearing in (A8) being identically zero. The condition 
(A7) is the standard diophantine one. 
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Corollary 3. Let M~[M~OFt,IR) ,Mo3] and o9 satisfy a diophantine condition. 
Then there exists (a, b) ~ (rJ~ 2, O) and H ~ [M~(T 1, JR), Id] such that: 

(0 00) to get the quasi_conjugacy to We have then to "translate" the matrix M by b 

a constant triangular matrix. In order to obtain a strict quasi-conjugacy we have to 
solve: b(M)= O, so this is a codimension one problem. 

We onsidernowt omatr X o, the omplox  ed 
space of Mz0R) in M2(~), 20 = e 2u~o°, Oo • 0, 1/2. By Theorem A1 in the real case 
we have: 

0), --0and: 

D~=(a~ ° aOo),Ct~(~,0) and D~'=(  (1-e2'~)/~°0 
(1 --e-2i~)2-o) (p~(n~, 0). 

The condition (A7) is now: 

and we have: 

12Oo - qo~ -Pl  > - - C  ] 
= lqll+a 

Iqo~-pl > C 
= iqll+a, 

(A22) 

Corollary 4. Let M ~ [M~cOF 1, JR), Mo4], the complexified space of  matrices of  real 
operators, and let 0 o and ~o satisfy the condition (A22), then there exists 
(a, q~) e (•2, 0), and H e [M~c(T 1, R), Id] such that: 

,&). 
We have then to "twist" the matrix M to get the quasi-conjugacy. This problem is, 
as the preceding one, of codimension one since we should have to solve ~0(M) = 0 in 
order to obtain a quasi-conjugacy. 

Case 5. We consider now the case needed for the bifurcation problem studied in 
this paper; let (i°:l Mo5 = 20 

o Zo 
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in M3c(~,.), with 20 =eZi~O°@ ___ 1. Matrices A, D of Theorem 1 have the form: a0 ) 
A + D =  0 b , ( a ,b )e0RxlE,0) ,  then A + = A _ = 0 ,  and: 

0 0 

a0 00) 
Dr---- 0 ).o~Z ; (a, ~) ~ 0R2, 0); 

o o 
0 0 00 ) (A24) 

D~= 0 (1-e2i=~)2o ; ~pe(lR,0); 
0 0 (1 - e-  2~*~)X o 

The condition (A7) now reads: 

f 2 ~ o - q o ) - p l  >= ~ 

C 
l f 2 o - q o ) - p l >  I ii+p (A25) 

Iqco-p]> C q, 
--lqll+a 

and we have: 

Corollary 5. Let M ~ [ M f c ~  1, IR), Mos], the complexified space of  matrices of  real 
operators, and let f2 o and e) satisfy the condition (A25), then there exists 
(a, o~, q9) ~ (~3, 0), and H ~ [M~c(T 1, ~-~), Id] such that: 

H -  ~(0 + ~o). [ (M(0)-  D~o]" H(O) = Mos + D r , (A26) 

where Dr, D~ are given by (A24). 

We remark immediately that the second condition (A25) can be suppressed 
since it is implied by the first one. Relation (A26) is again a twisted quasi- 
conjugacy of codimension one. 

Theorem A2 has a wide range of applicability for problems of bifurcations of 
invafiant tori for which it has been designed. The generalization to I?" instead o f t  ~ 
is straightforward. 
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